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ABSTRACT
The optimum detector for Gaussian signals in Gaussian noise
has been known for many years. However, due to the nonlinear nature
of the receiver, it is extremely difficult to calculate the probability
of making decision errors. Over the years, a number of alternative
performance measures have been prepared, none of which are of universal
applicability. A new technique is described which combines "tilting"
of probability densities with the Edgeworth expansion to obtain an
asymptotic expansion for the error probabilities.
The unifying thread throughout this discussion of performance
is the semi-invariant moment generating function (s). For the problem
of detecting Gaussian signals, (s) can be expressed in terms of the
Fredholm determinant. Several methods for evaluating the Fredholm
determinant are discussed. For the important class of Gaussian random
processes which can be modeled via state variables, a straightforward
technique for evaluating the Fredholm determinant is presented.
A number of examples are given illustrating application of
the error approximations to all three levels in the hierarchy of
detection problems, with the emphasis being on random process problems.
The approximation to the error probability is used as a performance
index for optimal signal design for Doppler-spread channels subject to
an energy constraint. Pontryagin's minimum principle is used to
demonstrate that there is no waveform which achieves the best perform-
ance. However, a set of signals is exhibited which is capable of
near optimum performance. The thesis concludes with a list of topics
for future research.
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I. INTRODUCTION
In this chapter, we give a brief discussion of the detection
problem. We briefly review the form of the optimum receiver and
motivate the discussion of performance which occupies the remainder of
this thesis.
A. The Detection Problem
We shall be concerned with a subclass of the general problem
which statisticians for a couple of centuries have called "hypothesis
testing" [1-31. Since World War II this mathematical framework has
been applied by engineers to a wide variety of problems in the design
and analysis of radar, sonar, and communication systems 4-71. More
recently it has been applied to other problems as well, such as seismic
detection.
The general mathematical model for the class of problems that
we shall consider is as follows: We assume there are M hypotheses
Hi, H2 , a.. , HM which occur with a priori probabilities P1, p2 ...
PM On the j hypothesis the received waveform is:
j:r(t) = sj(t) + m(t) + w(t), T < t T (1.1)
where s(t) is a sample function from a zero mean random process
having finite power, mj(t) is a known waveform, and w(t) is a sample
function of zero mean white noise.
Our goal as engineers is to design and build efficient
detection systems. We shall be concerned with the issue of how well
detection systems work. The performance criteria which we shall apply
12
are all related to the error probabilities:
Pr [ I] = Pr[an incorrect decisionjH.1 (1.2)
The bulk of this thesis is concerned with the issue of computing these
probabilities.
Detection problems may be logically divided into three broad
categories in order of increasing complexity. The simplest category is
detecting the presence of a known waveform in additive noise. The
next level of difficulty treats those problems in which the signal
waveform is known, except for a finite number of random (unwanted)
parameters. Finally, there is the problem of detecting sample functions
of random processes. Here the "'signal" is an unknown waveform about
which our only knowledge is statistical in nature. Equivalently, we
may think of it as a signal with an infinity of unknown parameters.
In all that follows we shall concentrate on this last category because
the erformance problem is unsolved except for a few special cases.
B. The Gaussian Model
In much of what follows we choose to model the signal and
noise waveform as sample functions from Gaussian random processes.
The first reason for this is purely for mathematical convenience since
this assumption enables us to completely characterize the random
processes without an undue amount of complexity. The second reason,
being a physical one, is of greater consequence from an engineering
point of view. First of all, many of the additive disturbances which
corrupt real-world detection systems indeed do have a Gaussian
13
distribution. For example, the shot and thermal noise arising in an
amplifier or the solar and galactic noise picked up by an antenna
fit the Gaussian model very well [8-9]. Secondly, the random signals
which we are interested in detecting are often well modeled as sample
functions from Gaussian random processes. For example, the signals
received over several types of fading radio channels have been observed
in many independent experiments to obey Gaussian statistics [10-11].
C. The Optimum Receiver
The structure of the optimum receiver is well-known [12-131
so we shall not dwell upon it. For a number of detection criteria
the optimum receiver computes the likelihood ratio or some monotone
function of it, such as the logarithm. This number is then compared
with a threshold whose value depends uon the criterion chosen. For
the M-hypothesis problem, the optimum receiver consists of M-1
branches each of which computes a likelihood ratio or some equivalent
test statistic.
For most of this thesis, we restrict ourselves to the binary
(i.e., M = 2) problem in the interest of simplicity. In Chapter IV
we shall discuss the generalization of our results to the more general
M-ary problem.
The most general form of the optimum processor under our
Gaussian assumption consists of a linear and a quadratic branch as
indicated in Fig. 1.1. In this figure, the output random variable is
the logarithm of the likelihood ratio A (r(t)).
= Zn A (r(t)) (1.3)
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There are several equivalent forms of the optimum processor, some of
which we shall encounter as we proceed with our work. Here we briefly
review these optimum receiver realizations. For derivation and more
detailed discussion, see Van Trees 13]. For simplicity in our brief
discussion, we shall discuss only the simple binary detection problem:
H2: r(t) = s(t) + w(t)
T.< t < T (1.4)
H1: r(t) = w(t)
where s(t) is a sample function from a zero mean Gaussian random
process with covariance K (t, r), and u(t) is a sample function of
zero-mean white Gaussian noise with spectral density N0/2.
For the problem that we have outlined, the log-likelihood
ratio may conveniently be broken into two parts, a random variable
and a constant term (the "bias") that is independent of the received
data.
R + B (1.5)
9 R depends on the received data and
ZB = aZn(l + 2X.i/N) (1.6a)
i=l
= n 1 (1 + 2XiN o (l.6b)
i=l0
16
where {Xi } are the eigenvalues of the homogenious Fredholm integral
equation,
Tf
xi i(t) = f
Ti
Ks (t,T)i(T)dt, T < t < Tfi- f
In integral equation theory, infinite products of the form in
Eq. 1.6b are called Fredholm determinants. We shall define the
Fredholm determinant to be,
D (z) =fi
i-l
(l+zAi) . (1.8)
This function occurs repeatedly in our performance calculations and
we shall develop closed-form techniques for evaluating it in
Chapter III. We now shall discuss techniques for generating R.
1. The Estimator-Correlator. Price [12] originally
derived the intuitively pleasing realization of Fig. 1.2,
R NO | T
Tf
1 r(t)
Ti
r(t)hI(t,u)r(u)dt du
T f
(1.7)
(1.9a)
(1.9b)
17
r(t)
Figure 1.2. Estimator-Correlator Realization
18
where h(t,u) is specified by an integral equation of the Wiener-Hopf
type
Tf
'(tu) = 0-itu) K (t5, )h(,u)dt T < t, u < TS 2 I -- -'
Ti
(1.10)
We immediately recognize that h (t,u) is the impulse response of the optimum
MMSE unrealizable linear filter for estimating s(t), given r(t) =
s(t) + u(t), Ti < t < Tf' Hence, from Eq. l.9b
Tf
ZR No f rt)s(tT)dt (1.11)
Ti
where s(te Tf) denotes the unrealizable estimate of s(t). Thus,
the receiver performs the familiar correlation operation, where we
correlate with the best (MMSE) estimate of the signal.
2. Eigenfunction Diversity. A second realization which is
useful from a conceptual point of view is that shown in Fig. 1.3.
It follows immediately from the Estimator-Correlator if we exapnd r(t)
and hI(t,u) in the eigenfunctionsof s(t).
21 A.r.
NO E1(1.12)
R = N0
i + 2
Figure 1.3. Eigenfunction Diversity Realization
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r(t)
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Equivalently, the estimator-correlator can be (and usually is) derived
from Eq. 1.12. We shall find it useful to make use of the observation
from this realization that RR in the sum of squares of statistically
independent Gaussian random variables.
3. Optimum Realizable Filter Realization. A third
realization due to Schweppe [141 is shown in Fig. 1.4.
Tf
R NoJ
Ti
[2r(t)S(tjt) - s(tit)]dt (1.13)
where
t
S(tjt) = h (t,T)r(Tr)dT
1
(1.14)
This realization has the advantage that the linear filter is realizable.
It satisfies the linear integral equation,
N t
KS(t,u) = O ho(t,u) +/
T.1
Ks(t,¶)ho(T,u)dT, Ti. < u < t < Tf,
(1.15)
which is frequently easier to solve than Eq. 1.10.
This realization is of particular importance when s(t) can
be modeled as the output of a linear dynamic system which is driven
with white Gaussian noise. Then the techniques of Kalman-Bucy
21
r (t)
Figure 1.4. Optimum Realizable Filter Realization
filtering [15] enable us to find s(ti t) as the output of a second
dynamic system. We shall return to this class of problem in
Chapter III.
D. Performance
A problem which is closely related to that of determining
the optimum receiver is the question of evaluating its performance.
We would like to be able to do this for two reasons: (1) to enable
us to pick the setting of the threshold on which the decision is based;
and (2) to evaluate and compare various detectors.
In designing a digital communication system, one most
frequently desires to minimize the total probability of error
Pr[e] - Pr[c1H]Pr[H l1 + Pr[IH 2 ]Pr[H2]. (1.16)
On the other hand, in radar and sonar problems it is common practice
to employ a Neyman-Pearson criterion [2] in which the probability
of a false alarm, P, is constrained; and we desire to minimize the
probability of a miss, PM,
PF Pr[e|Hl] (1.17)
PM = Pr[cH 2]. (1.18)
Another performance measure of this same type is the Bayes cost,
C CFPF + CMPM'
22
(1.19)
23
where CF and CM denote the costs assigned to a false alarm and miss,
respectively.
The problem of computing the output probability distribution
of a nonlinear detector, such as shown in Fig. 1.1, has been studied
for over twenty years [16-20]. The basic technique is to compute the
characteristic function of the output random variable in terms of the
eigenvalues of a suitable eigenfunction expansion. Only recently
has a satisfactory technique for finding the eigenvalues become
available [21]. We thus can approximate the characteristic function
by using the most significant eigenvalues. However, we then are
faced with the computational problem f evaluating (numerically) an
inverse Fourier transform. Although highly efficient algorithms exist
[22], the constraint of computer memory size makes it difficult to
obtain sufficient accuracy on the tail of the probability density.
Perhaps the most widely used measure of detector perfor-
mance is the "output signal-to-noise ratio." This terminology
certainly has a physical, intuitive appeal from an engineering point
of view. As commonly defined, the output signal to noise ratio
depends only on the first and second moments of the receiver output,
2 [E(LH 1 ) - E(LIH2)12d2 = - (1.20)
Var[LH 1 ] Var[LIH2]
24
Therefore, the ease of computing d contributes to its popularity.
However, since two moments do not completely characterize the
probability distribution of the test statistic in most cases, this
performance measure is not of universal applicability.
Two important examples when d2 is an adequate performance
measure are the known signal detection problem and the "low energy
coherence" or "threshold" case in which the signal energy is spread
among a large number of coordinates [23]. Then the error proba-
bilities can be expressed in terms of the Gaussian error function.
P. z d + y) (1.21a)
PM 1 (2 d) (1.21b)
x l
where (x) = 1 exp - dy. (1.22)(-7 2
The simplest distance measures are the Kullback-Leibler
information numbers [24].
I(H1:H 2 ) = -E[IH 11 (1.23a)
I(H 2 :H1) = E[LjH2] (1.23b)
The divergence [25] is related to the Kullback-Leibler
information numbers and may also be regarded as an unnormalized
output signal-to-noise ratio.
25
J I(H2:H 1) + I(H1:H2) (1.24a)
- E(ZIH 2) - E[) 1H] (1.24b)
The Bhattacharyya distance 26] has been proposed as an
alternative performance measure which is of wider applicability
than d2 or the divergence.
B -n ... (prH (R) prH (R)] dR
- r-H 2
- -en EA2{H 1]
_1
- -n E[A 21. (1.25)
This distance measure is sometimes referred to as the Kakutani [27]
or Hellinger [281 distance.
Kailath recently discussed these last two performance
measures [29]. In Chapter V, we shall give simple counterexamples
where these performance measures give misleading results because
the ordering of the values of the performance measure doesn't always
correspond to the same ordering of the error probabilities. Therefore,
we shall conclude that these performance measures should be applied
with caution.
26
II. APPROXIMATIONS TO THE ERROR PROBABILITIES FOR BINARY
HYPOTHESIS TESTING
In this chapter we develop asymptotic approximations to
the error probabilities for detecting random signals. We first use
the technique of tilted probability distributions to write the error
integrals in a form well suited to our subsequent application of the
Edgeworth expansion.
A. Tilting of Probability Distributions
Since exact calculation of error probabilities is in most
cases difficult, we shall consider the possibility of approximating the
error probabilities in some fashion which is computationally
attractive and which is of sufficient accuracy to be of real value.
One possibility is to find upper and lower bounds for the error
probabilities. This approach has been successfully employed by the
information theorists in proving coding theorems, for example [30].
A second possibility is to make an asymptotic approximation [31] to
the error probability which is valid over a range of some parameter
such as the signal-to-noise ratio.
The technique that we employ is usually called "tilting"
of probability distributions. It was introduced into information
and coding theory by Shannon [32] and has been employed with great
success. Earlier applications in the field of mathematical statistics
are due to Chernoff [33] and Esscher [34]. In this section, we
summarize the notation and results. In the interest of readability,
the mathematical details are relegated to Appendix A.
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Since the log-likelihood ratio may be considered as the
weighted sum of statistically independent random variables, a logical
approach to computing its probability density is to consider the
characteristic function, which is the product of the characteristic
functions of the individual random variables in the sum. Actually,
we use the semi-invariant moment-generating. function which is the
logarithm of the conditional moment generating function M H (s).
U(s) - n MHlH (s)
= in f pH2(R) Pl H (R) d(R). (2.1)
For our purposes, it suffices to consider s to be real. Furthermore,
Equation 2.1 is valid only over some range of s, say, s < s < s2,
which is the familiar "region of convergence" associated with a
Laplace transform. We shall have more to say about the range of s
as we proceed.
It is sufficient to consider only one of the two conditional
characteristic functions since the two are simply related for the
optimum receiver which makes its decision from the logarithm of the
likelihood ratio.
Note that we have chosen to use the symbol commonly used for the
characteristic function to denote the moment-generating function.
28
M H (s) = H ( +1) (2.2)
In the last section of this chapter, we shall present the necessary
modifications of our development which enable us to treat suboptimum
receivers.
Straightforward differentiation of Eq. 2.1 yields
~(s) f Pr (R) Z(R)dR, (2.3)
'(s) = r (R)Z2(R)dR - [(s)12 (2.4)
which are the mean and variance of Z(R) with respect to the
probability density
1-s s
rHl H (R) PrH2 (R)
Pr (R) 1-s (2.5a)
R) (2 .5b
= ep[-(s)lp -s R) P RH2 (2.5b)
Hence i(s) > 0, with equality occurring only in the unin-
teresting case when is a constant with probability one. Thus,
u(s) is strictly convex downward in all cases of interest to us.
In addition,
(2.6)V(o) = (1) = 0,
so that
u(s) < 0 for 0 < s < 1. (2.7)
We refer to pr (R) as the "tilted" density. The amount of
-S
"tilting" depends on the value of the parameter s. It follows from
our definition that,
(R) = Pr (R) exp[p(s)-sZ(R) ,
PrIH (R) = P(R) exD[l(s)+(l-s)(R)j.
(2.8)
(2.9)
Hence, the error probabilities may be expressed in terms of
u(s) and the tilted density Pr (R).
--s
Pr[e H1i] = S p, 1Pr]H (R)dR{t R.(R) > I - 1
= f p, (L) exp[i(s)-sL]dL
Y s
f Pr (R) dR
{R:~<R) < - 2
Y
- df l (L) expb[(s)+(1-s)LdL,
mW 0
29
(2.10)
(2.11)
Pr[ E H21 
30
where y denotes the threshold level, and p (L) is the tilted
S
probability density for the log-likelihood ratio corresponding to
the nonlinear transformation = g( r ) .
At this point, we should perhaps comment on the range of
validity of Eqs. 2.10 and 2.11. In general, we can only say that
Eq. 2.1 is valid for 0 < s < 1, since, if either of the conditional
probability densities should vanish on some set of finite measure
the integral would not converge for s < 0 or s > 1. Of course, Eq. 2.1
may be valid for values of s outside of [0,1].
Furthermore, it is only for 0 < s < 1 that the integrands
of Eqs. 2.10 and 2.11 both contain a factor which decays exponentially
in the range of integration. Presently, we shall see how this behavior
enables us to approximate these integrals.
We perhaps should emphasize that up to this point, we have
made no approximations. We have just rewritten the error
probabilities in a different form in which we have introduced an
arbitrary parameter s. Although it would appear that we have traded
a difficult problem for one that is even more complex, we shall see
that this added complexity leads to some useful approximations.
A simple, well-known upper bound that follows immediately
from Eqs. 2.10 and 2.11 is the Chernoff bound [33,35]. For example,
if in Eq. 2.10 we bound exD[-sL] by exp[-sy], then bound
f p, (L)dL
y s
by unity, we obtain the upper bounds
and
Pr( H 1 1 < exp[u(s)-sy
Pr[eJH21 < exp[p(s)+(1-s)yj.
We can minimize these bounds by proper choice of the parameter s.
(S) = Y
Observing from Eq. 2.3 that
u<0) = E[Pl111 ]
and
(1) E[LIH 2 l
then the range 0 < s < 1 corresponds to
E[IH 1 ] < y < E[LIH 2].
Moreover, from Eq.2.4, p'(s) > 0, so that a(s) is a monotone function.
Hence, a solution to Eq. 2.14 exists and is unique provided the
threshold y lies between the means of the conditional densities
P9IH (L) and IH (L). This condition is usually satisfied in the
applications, since when the threshold lies above or below both
conditional densities, one of the error probabilities will be very
31
( 2, 12)
(2.13)
(2.14)
(2.15a)
(2.15b)
(2.16)
'32
large (greater than one-half in many cases).
As pointed out by Shannon, et.al. 36], the exponents in
the Chernoff bounds, Eqs. 2.12 and 2.13, have a simple graphical
interpretation. We draw a tangent to the (s) curve at
s = s where (s ) = y. This tangent line intersects the lines s = 0
and s = 1 at (s ) - s (s ) and (s ) + (1-s )(s ), respectively.
See Fig. 2.1. Therefore, the intersection of the tangent line with
the vertical lines s = 0 and s 1 are the exponents in the
Chernoff bounds.
Let us digress briefly to point out that all the commonly
used "distance measures" can be calculated from the semi-invariant
moment generating function (s).
From Eqs. 1.23 and 2.15, the Kullback-Leibler information
numbers are
I(H1:H2) = -(0), (2.17)
and
I(i2: H1) = (1). (2.18)
The divergence follows immediately from Eq. 1.24.
J = (1) - (0) (2.19)
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The output signal-to-noise ratio is only slightly more
complex. Using Eqs. 2.3 and 2.4 in 1.20, we have
d2 (l) - (0) 2 (2.20)
Finally, from Eq. 2.1, we see that the Bhattacharyya
distance is just one point on the (s) curve.
B= -Ln ... $ (R) p (R) dRVPr[H2 ( - 'H1 
(2.21)
B. Expansion in Terms of Edgeworth Series
A simple example of an asymptotic expansion for error
probabilities is provided by the known signal in Gaussian noise
problem. A well-known asymptotic power series for the Gaussian error
function Eq. 1.22 is
1 -(x)( xp2x + .... (2.22)
The first term of this series is an upper bound which becomes
extremely tight for moderately large values of x.
1 - (x) < 1 exp( - 2 (2.23)
-- x~-l~~
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Either of the above results can be used in Eqs. 1.21a and
1.21b to obtain approximations to PF and PM. In this section we
generalize these notions to our more general problem. We now derive
an asymptotic expansion for the error probabilities in the general
case. For simplicity in all that follows we shall treat only Pr[eIH1].
The derivation for Pr[eH 2] is very similar.
First, we introduce a normalized, zero-mean random variable
i - )
z = . (2.24)(s)
Then,
Pr[lIH1] - exphl(s) - s(s)] f esv p() PZ (Z)dZ. (2.25)
0 s
Before proceeding from Eq. 2.25, let us point out the motivation for
introducing the tilted random variable 9. (and subsequently Zs).
One of the serious practical problems which we encounter in
the straightforward evaluation of the error probability is that we
are generally interested in the behavior far out on the tail of the
probability density. Since the test statistic is made up of a large
number of statistically independent components, we would like to apply
the Central Limit Theorem. However, this theorem is of little use
when the region of interest is the tail of the probability density.
But observe that in our alternative error expression,
Eqs. 2.10 and 2.11, we no longer are integrating under the tail of a
.:-1
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probability density, but rather we start integrating at the mean of
the tilted variable . Furthermore, the integrand contains a
decaying exponential factor which results in the value of the integral
being determined primarily by the behavior of p (L) near the mean
S
rather than on the tail. Thus, we expect, at least heuristically,
that the Central Limit Theorem may be used in approximating the error
probabilities.
Unfortunately, in most cases of interest p (L) does not
s
tend to a Gaussian distribution in the limit as the number of
independent components goes to infinity. This is a consequence of our
covariance functions being positive definite, square integrable
functions from which it immediately follows that the variance of s
remains finite as the number of independent components goes to infinity.
In this case, a necessary and sufficient condition that p (L)
approaches the Gaussian density is that each component random variable
in the sum be Gaussian [38], which is not the case except in the
known-signal detection problem. However, experience has shown us that
the limiting distribution, while not converging to the Gaussian
distribution, does not differ a great deal from the Gaussian. Therefore,
it is fruitful to make an expansion of pz (Z) which is related to the
s
Gaussian distribution. Such an expansion is the Edgeworth expansion,
the first few terms of which are given below [39].
Pz (Z) (Z) - [ 6 (3) (Z
2
+ 24 4 (z) + 72 M(
V.-
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2
Y5 +(5) + 34 3(7)(Z) + 23 (4) ](z) + 4 + Z120 144 1296
2
¥6 (6) (8) 5 (8)+ Y (6zi 4 +(8)(z)  (z) 8
+ 72 (Z)+ 1 15 2 720
2 4
¥3¥4 (10) ( 3 (12) 1
+ 1728 () + 31104 (Z)
(2.26)
where
1 dn
- d(s) (2.27)
n [(s)/ dsn
and
(k) d . .(z) dk exp (2 , k 0, 1, 2, ... (2.28)
This expansion may be obtained from a Hermite expansion of p (Z)
(also sometimes called a Gram-Charlier series) upon reordering the
terms. It has the further advantage for our purposes that the
coefficients are expressed in terms of the semi-invariants of the
random variable zs, which are readily computed from (s).
We now substitute the Edgeworth expansion into the integral
in Eq. 2.25 and interchange orders of integration and summation. We
then are faced with the task of evaluating integrals of the form
38
(2.29)
0
Repeated integrations by parts enable us to express these integrals
in terms of the Gaussian error function
+(X) = 1 exp - dZ.
- / 2 2
The first few integrals are:
2
I0(a) = (-a) exp(2 )
Ii(a) = a 10(9)
I(a) a2 O(a) -
12( a IO) -
I3 (a) = 3 0 (a) + 1 2 )
I4 (a) = ac4 I(a) + 1 (a - a3)
I5(a) ab I0(a) + 1 (-3 + 2 _ 4)
I 6(a ) = 6 I 0 () + (-3a + a3 aS).
(2.30)
(2.31a)
(2.31b)
(2.31c)
(2.31d)
(2.31e)
(2.31f)
(2.31g)
Q0l
Ik(a - j ~ (Z) exp(-aZ)dZ.
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Thus, we have our approximation to Pr[EcH1]. We simply evaluate u(s)
and its derivatives then substitute. This procedure is far too complex
to be used analytically, but if we use a digital computer to obtain
a(s) as we must in many problems then there is no disadvantage in having
the computer evaluate our error approximation as well.
We shall frequently retain only the first term in Eq. 2.26
in the asymptotic expansion of the integral in Eq. 2.25. Then,
Pr[IH l ] (-s/ i(s) )expzu(s) - s i(s) + (s). (2.32)
Similarly, we obtain
Pr[EH2] Z (-(l-s) i(s) )exp|j (s)+(l-s) (s) + 2 ' s)
(2.33)
Higher order approximations to the error probabilities are
obtained in the same fashion. For example, the second order
approximation to Pr[cH1] follows from retaining the first two terms
in Eq. 2.26 and using Eqs. 2.31a and 2.31d. The result is,
Pr[ H1 ] exp[1(s) - s(s)]
0( -s i )ex )(l - s S)
L -i) '2 ( (ls s)) L~~~___ - '<Fy3/ (2.34)
40)
A further approximation results from using the asymptotic
power series, Eq. 2.22, for the Gaussian error function in the above
equation. Then Eq. 2.32 becomes,
PrHI Hlj =1 expbp(s) - s(s)], (2.35)
v2rsii(s)
and after making some cancellation, Eq. 2.34 becomes
Pr[H1] exp[(s) - _(s) U13 3__
/ 2r $2j(s) s]Z/ (s j
(2.36)
Similar expressions result for Pr[EH2 .
It should be pointed out here that we have not used the
Gaussian assumption on the received signals up to this point. In the
next chapter, when we actually compute i(s), we shall make use of this
assumption to obtain closed-form expressions. Furthermore, observe
that Eqs. 2.32 and 2.33 are the same approximations which would result
if we were (in most cases incorrectly) to apply the Central Limit
Theorem to Eq. 2.25.
C. Application to Suboptimum Receivers
In many situations it is convenient for either mathematical
or physical reasons to use a suboptimum receiver. Although our
techniques are best suited to the analysis of optimum receivers
because of the property given in Eq. 2.2, we frequently may want to
I'
consider suboptimum receivers. For example, instead of building a
time-varying linear estimator followed by a correlator, we may choose
to use a time-invariant filter followed by an envelope detector, as
is frequently done in practice. We would like to investigate how our
approximation can be adapted to such problems. On the basis of
previous experience, we suspect that suboptimum systems can be found
which work very well. In this section, we develop the necessary
modifications to allow us to approximate the error performance of such
suboptimum receivers. Since this development differs somewhat from
the usual case where the test statistic is the logarithm of the likelihood
ratio, we shall include the details.
Since Eq. 2.2 no longer holds, we must treat the two
hypotheses separately. First, consider H
.
Our development closely
parallels that for the logarithm of the likelihood ratio which was
outlined in Section A of this chapter.
pl(s) Ain M | H (s) (2.37)
where we no longer require that
PrjH (R)
Z = n A(r) in (238)
H1P (R)
Now we define a new tilted random variable is to have theIs
probability density
sL - U(s)
p, (L) = e P L) (2.39)
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Then,
Pr[CIH 1] - I Pl (L)exp[L(s)-sLdL (2.40)
'V Is
where once again y denotes the threshold level. Just as before, we
expand p (L) in an Edgeworth expansion. Therefore, we shall need
ls
the semi-invariants of the titled random variable ils
tL
ls
- £n / e(+t)L - l(S)
l(S+t) - l(S) (2.41)
Therefore,
k
d l(s) - kth semi-invariant of ls' (2.42)
ds
and the coefficients in the Edgeworth expansion of p (L) are obtained
from the derivatives of Pl(S) just as before.
Similarly, under H2,
2(s) a n MH (s). (2.43)
We define,
sL - 2(s)
p (L) = e
2s iH2
'Then,
Y 2 (s) - sL
Pr[EcH 2] - e (L)dL
As before,
en M2 (t) 2( t+ s) - U2(s)
and the semi-invariants of 2s are,
k
k u2(s)
which appear in the Edgeworth expansion of p
Our bounds and approximations follow immediately from
Eqs. 2.10 and 2.11. The Chernoff bounds are:
Pr[E H1 < exp[p i(sl)-slyJ for s1 > 0 (2.47)
Pr[sIH 2 ] < exp[p 2 (s 2 )-s 2Y for s2 < 0. (2.48)
The first-order approximations are,
(2,44)
(2.45)
(2.46)
(L).
i2s
P'
4 4
where
2
Pr[cH 2l] X~ (+s2 xi 2(s2))exp[p2 (s2)-s2 j2(s2 )+ 2 2* 2 2 2 2 2~~T '2 2
(2.49)
(2.50)
(2.51)
and
2 (s 2 ) y
Since,
"l(S) Var(Z) > 0,
42(s) = Var(L2s) > 0,
l(S) and u2(s) are monotone increasing functions of s. Then,
Eq. 2.51 has a unique solution for s > 0 if,
Y > '1(0) E[ iH1
and Eq. 252 has a unique solution for s < if
< 2(o) E[ZIH21.
(2.52)
(2.53)
(2.54)
(2.55)
(2.56)
Thus, just as before, we require
rE[H 1] < E[Z jH2 (2.57)
in order to be able to solve Eqs. 2.51 and 2.52.
D. Summary
In this chapter, we have developed several bounds on and
approximations to the error probabilities for a rather general binary
detection problem. The semi-invariant moment generating function
u(s) played a central role in all our results. These results were
obtained without making any assumptions on the conditional statistics
of the received signals. In the next chapter we evaluate u(s) for
the specific class of Gaussian random processes.
I
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III. GAUSSIAN SIGNALS IN GAUSSIAN NOISE
In this chapter, we make use of the Gaussian assumption on
the received signals to obtain closed-form expressions for the semi-
invariant moment generating function (s) in terms of minimum mean-
square estimation errors. In the important case when we can model our
random processes via state variables, this calculation is particularly
straightforward.
A. Calculation of p(s) for Finite-Dimensional Gaussian Signals
As a first step in obtaining (s) for the general Gaussian
binary detection problem, we consider a related problem from the
second level in our hierarchy of detection problems.
Hi: r s1 + m + w
H2 r s2 + m2 + , (3.1)
where s and s2 are N-dimensional zero-mean Gaussian random vectors
with covariance matrices K and K , respectively; m and m2 are
-s1 -2
known N-vectors; and w is a Gaussian random N-vector with statistically
independent components each having variance o2. Thus,
w
K H K + a2 I K (3.2a)r1H w 
K -=K +a2 I -K (3.2b)
.IH2 -12 w -2
1 i r~~~~~c~~~rlILA.I l1l A, . 4C )
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El[rjH 2 ] m2
prri H 1(R) 
PrJH (R) -
r_ H2
1 E1 -1
(27)N/2 i{Kl{2
( 2N/21K 12 -
(2 /)N/2K2I2
We now substitute Equations 3.3a and 3.3b in Equation 2.1
for (s). We make use of the existence of an orthogonal matrix
(i.e., QT = Q ) which diagonalizes the quadratic term in the exponent
of the integrand. This enables us to complete the square in the
exponent, making the evaluation of the N-fold integral straightforward.
The tedious algebraic details of these calculations appear in Appendix B.
The result is
.(s) +2
- 2 Qnl(l-s)K2 + slI
s(l)2 [M2-mll [(l-s )2 + s -K11 !2-7m (3.4a)
(3.2d)
(3.3a)
(3.3b)
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or (tI. + 1 K + --  1 ni+ -l + ((l-s)K + sKa 2
2 +W ( ) + -s 22 -1
(3.4b)
B. Transition from Finite to Infinite Set of Observables
We now make use of the results of the previous section to
evaluate (s) for the general Gaussian binary detection problem.
Hl:r(t) l(t) + m(t) + w(t),
T < t < Tf, (3.5)
H2:r(t) - s2(t) + m2 (t) + w(t),
where sl(t) and s2(t) are sample functions from zero-mean Gaussian
random processes with known covariance functions Kl(t,T) and K2 (t,T),
respectively; m(t) and m2 (t) are known waveforms; and w(t) is a
sample function of white Gaussian noise with spectral density N0/2.
We choose the components of r to be N uniformly spaced
time samples of the random process r(t). We then let the sampling
become dense; that is, we let N + . From Fredholm integral
requation theory we are able to express the first three terms in
Eq. 3.4b as Fredholm determinants of appropriate covariance functions.
The last term in Eq. 3.4b in the limit can be expressed in terms of
the solution to a non-homogeneous Fredholm integral equation. We
relegate the details to Appendix B and state the results here.
(s) = Z Zn(l + 1 ) + Zn(l + i2
i=l0 i= 0
_ E Zn(l + -A )
2 i=l N. icomp
s(l-s) (m 2 -m 
) 2
2 (3.6)2 i=li = 1 O
icomp 2
where {Ail} and {Xi2 } are the eigenvalues of Kl(tT) and K2(t,),
respectively; and {mi1} and {mi2} and the coefficients of ml(t)
and m 2 (t) when expanded in terms of the eigenfunctions of the
composite random process s (t).
comp
KComp(t,r:s) = (l-s)K2(t,T) + sKl(t,r). (3.7)
The first three terms in Eq. 3.6 are all Fredholm
determinants of the form
00
Df(Z) = ff (+XZ) (3.8)
i-1
Several closed-form expressions for the Fredholm deter-
minant have appeared in the literature. Siegert [20, 40] related
it to the solution of integral equations of the Wiener-Hoof type.
An D (Z) n(l N X (3.9)
._
2
NO Tf
f dz 1 f hi(tt: z)dt (3.10)
0 T i
Tf N
= f ho(tt: )dt (3.11)
T.
N0 N
where h(tT: -) and h(t,T: -2) are impulse responses for optimum
minimum mean-square error linear filters (unrealizable and realizable,
respectively) for estimating the random process y(t) when the
observations have been corrupted by additive white noise with spectral
height N0/2.
Since the minimum mean-square estimation error is related
to the impulse response of the optimum linear filter [41],
N N N
(t :2) - h (tt 2 (312)
NO NO N
yo 2 2 0 2t(3.13)
we have two alternate expressions for the Fredholm determinant.
2
NO T2 .BQn D N) ' f dz r y(tITf: )dt (3.14)
0 Ti
2 f NN (ti t: -)dt (3.15)
y 2
Ti
N
where y (tjT: 2) denotes the minimum mean-square point estimation
error for estimating y(t) using observations over the interval
[Ti,ti which are corrupted by additive white noise with spectral
density N /2.
Thus, we have our expression for (s) in terms of quan-
tities which can be readily computed.
Ss) = ,( N~ T i1
N Q i 2 T i 
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Tf N1-s f 0+ 2 -- (tlt:- 2)dt
Tis2
Tf N
2 Cop tlt: 2,s)dt
Ti
i
s(1-s) m2(t ml()
Ti
hcomp (t,T:s)[m2()-ml(T)]d dt (3.16)
Ticomp
ES , ,82, and ScoMp denote the minimum mean-square linear
estimation error for estimating sl(t)t), s2(t), and sp (t) -
's Sl(t) + 1-8 s2(t), respectively, when observed over [Tit]
in additive white noise of spectral height N0/2. hcomp(t,T:s) denotes
the minimum mean-square linear estimator for estimating the composite
process s (t). The last term in Eq. 3.16 can also be interpreted
comp
as d2 (s), the output signal-to-noise ratio for the problem of
comp
deciding which of the known signals ml(t) or m2(t) was sent when
observed in colored Gaussian noise with covariance
Kn(t, : 8) KComp(t,:s) +
N
" s Kl(t,T) + (l-s)K2(tT) + d6(t-T). (3.17)
An alternate way of writing Eq. 3.16 results from using
Eq. 3.15 and the observation that the last term in Eq. 3.16 is an
appropriately defined "signal-to-noise ratio".
2 ~-s 2
U(s) 2 Q s (7=- + 2 n D2 (-)2 1 N 0 2 n s N
-1 n 2 s( s-s) d2 (s) (3.18)
2 .comp Se2 comp
C. Special Cases
There are several special cases of Eq. 3.16 which deserve
a few additional comments, particularly since many of the
applications fall into these cases. For these cases, one frequently
can derive the expression for (s) in much a simpler fashion. We do
not include these simplified derivations here.
1. Simple Binary Hypotheses, Zero Mean. For this
problem, only white noise is present on H.
H2:r(t) - s(t) + w(t)
T < t < T (3.19)i f
H 1:r(t) .-
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w(t)
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The "composite random process is now the same as the 'signal" random
process, except for the power level. Then,
Tf 
ii~s) 2 - s(tIt ' ) d
N 2 N 0I dTi
Tf
T i /'1-' s
(tIt: 2 )dt
s Tf NO
- s 2 (tit:-)dt
2 N O T. 
1
T
Tf N
1 2(1-s) f &s(t6t: s )dt
- N0O Tii
1 2
= [ (1-s)n N-)
I N0~~
- n D2 ((1-s) )]
N0
In terms of the eigenvalues of s(t),
00 W~~~~~~0
1 Z: 2A. 2(-s)X1
P(s) = I-s) in(l+ - Zn(l+ 1
i N- i= N0i~~~l i-l~ ~:i
(3. 20a)
(3. 20b)
(3.20c)
(3.21)
We can also obtain closed-form expressions for ;i (s) for
this case. Differentiating Eq. 3.21, we obtain
1 2 .P(s) 2 -_- n(l+ )
i=l
i1
iB
2X.
No
2(1-s)Xi
1 + -ii+
NO
Tf
NI
(tjt: 0)dt +-
T.
1
~s (tT f:2( )dt 
5S (tIT f2(l-s) j
(3.22b)
The second term in Eq. 3.22b is an unrealizable minimum-mean-square
filtering error.
Thus, we have closed-form expressions for the exponents
in our bounds and approximation.
p(s) + (-s),(s)
Tf
2 (= N (l- s
N
Ti r
Nt NO dt
f )-s(tt: dSs : -2 s (3.23)
(3.22a)
Tf
i
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f N N
lA(s)-s(s)f 2 [(ti :-) (ti )
Tf N N
+ s f [(-s( t:2()-s)
(3.24)
2. Symmetric Binary Problem. Now consider the symmetric
binary problem where
H1:r(t) s(t) + w(t)
T i < t < Tf (3.25)
H2:r(t) = s2(t) + w(t)
We assume that l1 (t) and s2(t) have the same eigenvalues, with the
corresponding eigenfunctions being orthogonal. This situation can
occur in practice, for example, when s2 (t) is a frequency-shifted
version of sl(t), as in an FSK system operating over a fading
channel.
From Eq. 3.16
12 D() ) - 2 (l-s))(s) = 2 - i D s -) -n D ) (3.26)
sy 2 'TNQ O O O~~~~~~
where the subscript "SY" denotes "symmetric".
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Recall that
lSI() D 2 2(l-s))
PSI (s) if (-s) In D (- - n D .N0I 0 7 
where "SI" denotes "simple binary".
PS(s) ' PSI(s) + pSI(l-s)
(3.27)
Thus,
(3.28)
This equation enables us to compute (s) and all its
derivatives for the symmetric problem from those for the simple binary
problem. In particular,
1 ) 1
'Psy (1) 2'PS (1
12
ISY (7 0
. 1 a.
Sy2 I 
(3.29a)
(3.29b)
(3.29c)
3.
the signals of
w . That is,
Stationary Bandpass Signals. In many applications,
interest are narrowband around some carrier frequency
s(t) - iT A(t) cos(Wct+e(t)), (3.30)
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where the envelope and phase waveforms, A(t) and (t), have
negligible energy at frequencies comparable to w . Equivalently,
we can write s(t) in terms of its quadrature components.
s(t) -= -2's(t) cos w t + 1ir's (t) sin w t. (3.31)
cl C S C
In some of our examples in Chapter V, we shall want to
consider stationary bandpass random processes which can be modeled
as in Eq. 3.31 over some interval Ti < t < Tf, where s (t) and s (t)
are statistically independent stationary random processes with
identical statistics. For this case, the eigenvalues of the bandpass
random process s(t) are equal to the eigenvalues of the quadrature
components. Each eigenvalue of s (t) or of s (t) of multiplicity N
is an eigenvalue of s(t) with multiplicity2N.
BPWe denote the eigenvalues' of s(t) by (A } and those of
sC(t) and s (t) by {Ai }. Then from Eq. 3.9, the Fredholm determinant
for s(t) is
nD (2 ) ~2 BP
Ds(t) N ) = n(l+ N i
0· 2 NA0
-2 2n(l +2 2ALP
nl+ 0 i 
= 2 n D
?3- 2(t) N)= 2 n D ss 2
Further, observe that
- A t- E BP
sE(t) x
00
2 t LP
i-I
ELP s (t)
C
s (t)
s
'.%LP
isl
I E/2
2 ELP E
N N
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(3.32a)
(3. 32b)
Then,
(3.33)
or
(3.34)
(3.35)
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For the zero mean case, it follows from Eq. 3.18 that
-0 0
' 2pL (S: ) (3. 36)
where we have explicitly indicated the signal-to-noise ratio in each
term.
We comment hat the results in this section are not the
most general that can be obtained for bandpass processes, but they
suffice for the examples we shall consider. A more detailed discussion
of properties and representations for bandpass random processes would
take us too far afield. Two appropriate references are [43,44].
D. Simplified Evaluation for Finite State Random Processes
An important class of problems in which we can readily
compute the various terms which comprise (s) is those problems in
which the random processes can be modeled as the output of linear
state-variable systems which are driven by white Gaussian noise.
This model includes all stationary processes with rational spectra as
one important subclass of interesting problems.
The state variable model allows us to use the results of
the Kalman-Bucy formulation of the optimum linear filtering problem
to determine the optimum receiver structure as well as to calculate
P(s) [14-15]. The straightforward way to compute the first three
terms in Eq. 3.16 is to solve the appropriate matrix Ricatti equation
and then integrate the result over the time interval [Ti,Tf]as
indicated.
We assume that the random process y(t) (sl(t), s 2 (t) or
scomp (t) for the first, second, and third terms in Eq. 3.16,
respectively) is the output of a linear system which has a state-
variable representation and which is excited by zero mean white noise,
u(t); that is
d x(t) = F(t) x(t) + G(t) u(t) (3.37a)dt ....
y(t) = C(t) x(t) (3.37b)
E[u(t)u (T)] = Q(t)6(t-l)
_ 
( 3.37c)
u(t) x(t) y(t)
Figure 3.1. State-variable Random Process Generation
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E[x(T)x T(T9 1 3 (3.37d)
Eq. 3.15 provides a convenient way of computing the
Fredholm determinant when we realize the detector or estimator,
for y(tlt: -2) appears explicitly in the realization [131. For the
problems at hand, the techniques of Kalman-Bucy filtering give
y(tit: - ) in terms of the solution to a matrix Ricatti equation 151.
N
i (tlt: 2 ) C(t)Z(t)C (t) (3.38)
where
d E(t) F(t)(t) + (t)FT (t) + G(t)q(t)GT(t)dt 
- E(t)C C(t)(t) (3.39a)
with
(Ti) E" i. (3.39b)
We now derive a new expression for the Fredholm determinant
which does not require integrating a time function over the interval
[Ti,Tf]. Moreover, we obtain this result in terms of the solution to
a set of linear differential equations, as contrasted with the nonlinear
set in Eq. 3.39a. These advantages are particularly useful from an
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analytical and computational point of view. In particular, for the
important case in which Eqs. 3.37a-3.37b are time invariant, which
includes all stationary processes with rational spectra, the solution
to this set of linear differential equations can be written in
closed-form in terms of a matrix exponential. This matrix exponential
is frequently easier to compute than integrating the differential
equation directly.
We start with Eq. 3.15 and then make use of the linear
system of equations which is equivalent to Eq. 3.39a [15].
dt l(t) F(t)jl(t) + G(t)Q(t)GTt)d(t ) (3.40a)
d cT 2d¢(t) CT(t) C(t)l(t) - f(t)() 3.40b)
_1(Ti) i (3.40c)
_2 (Ti) -I (3.40d)
-l
Z(t) = l(t)%2 (t). (3.41)
Then using Eqs. 3.15, 3.38, and 3.41,
Tf N
In (N ) N f E (tit: 2 )dt
Ti
IiI
i
I
I
r
f
i
ji
;,
I
II
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T
2 - C()(t)C(t)dt
O T i
Tf
f2  C(t)l(t) 2 (t)C (t)dt
I
- ' Tr[(CT(t) 2 C(t)1(t))f2l(t) dt
T - -0
(3.42)
where Tr[ denotes the trace of a square matrix and where we have
used the result that
T T
x A x - Tr[(x xT)A (3.43)
for any coltumn vector x and square matrix A. Substituting Eq. 3.40b
we have
f
Qn D (2 ) -
'T NoO Tr dt + FT(t) 2 (t)) 21(t) dtT , -[
= / Tr[b;2 (t)dj2 (t) ] + f Tr[F(t)ldt
T. T.i i
We make use of Eq.9.31 of Ref. [45].
(3.44)
rF
i,
'
TF TI
T T
2 L
An D( N ) - f d['Rn det ¢2 (t) + Tr[F(t)ldt.
0  Ti Ti
(3.45)
The final result follows from integrating the first term in Eq.3.45
and using Eq. 3.40d
T
2 rin D(.j-N ) - n det 2(Tf) + f Tr[F(t)ldt.
~0O~ ~ ~Ti
(3.46)
It is important to observe that the second term depends only on the
system matrix, F(t), and is independent of the signal and noise levels
and the modulation, C(t). Then, in many problems of interest, such
as signal design, we need only be concerned with the first term in
Eq. 3.46.
It further should be noted that the result derived here
was first obtained via Baggeroer's technique for solving Fredholm
integral equations for state-variable processes [211.
The first term in Eq. 3.46 is readily computed in terms of
the transition matrix of the canonical system
F(t) I G(t)Q(t)G (t)
d I
dt T 2 T
t) 2 Ct) t
N 
6(t,Ti) (3.47a)
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O(Ti Ti ) - . (3.47b)
If we partition the transition matrix
011(tT i ) I 012(t,Ti )
e(tTi) (3.48)
._2 1(t,T i) 02 2 (t,Ti)
then
_2 (Tf) 21l(TfTi)Z + 022(TfTi) (349)
In the case of constant parameter systems, it is particularly easy
to compute the transition matrix in terms of a matrix exponential [46].
It is interesting and useful to observe that (s:t),
where we have explicitly indicated the dependence on the time t, may
be regarded as a state-variable of a (realizable) dynamic system.
Straightforward differentiation of Eq. 3.16 yields
N N
NO_0 1-s NOap(s:t) s sl(tl: s (tt: 
1 N O
-N" Ecomp ( t | t : -2 ',s)
o (1 m 2(t)-ml(t))- h (t,:s) (m2(T)-ml(T))dtj
i
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with the initial condition
-(s:Ti) ° O. (3.50b)
Since we can compute each term on the right-hand side of Eq. 3.50a
in real time, that is, as the outputs of realizable dynamic systems,
P(s:t) can also be computed as the output of such a system.
E. Semi-Invariant Moment-Generating Function for Suboptimum
Receivers
In Chapter II, we saw that our "tilting" development
could be modified to allow us to evaluate the performance of suboptimum
receivers. Recall that we obtained bounds on and approximations to the
probability of error in terms of two functions, pl(s) and P2(s).
These functions were the logarithms of the moment-generating function
of the receiver output conditioned on H1 and H2 respectively. However,
the closed-form expressionswe have obtained for (s) hold only when
the reciever is optimum. In this section, we obtain l(s) and p2(s)
for an important class of suboptimum receivers.
The class of suboptimum receivers which we shall consider
are indicated in Fig. 3.2. They consist of a linear filter (possibly
time-varying) followed by a squarer and an integrator. This is an
accurate model for many of the receivers which are used in practice.
A number of authors have considered this problem over the years. A
good discussion and list of references appears in [47].
The results in this section were developed in discussions with
R. R. Kurth [481.
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Figure 3.2. A Class of Suboptimum Receivers
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For the class of problems we are considering, r(t) and
y(t) are Gaussian random processes. Expanding y(t) in its Karhunen-
Loeve expansion
(Y(t) Yi t)Y , (3.51)
i-1
T
I y2(t)dt (3.52a)
0
(3.52b)
i-i
Hence, is the sum of squares of statistically independent
Gaussian random variables and all of our previous discussion about the
inapplicability of the Central Limit Theorem to p(L) still holds.
However, it is still very natural to proceed from a characteristic
function or moment generating function point of view.
(s) In E[eS'jHj]
GO
In E[e il I [Hj
= 2 tn E[e { ]
i~l
- C .2n(l-2s X) (3.53)
i= 
for Re(s) <1
where {Xj} denotes the eigenvalues of y(t), T. < t < T conditionedi i-- f
on Hi, for j = 1, 2 and where we have used Eq. 7.67 from Ref. [49].
The previous approaches to this problem started with an
expression for the characteristic function analogous to Eq. 3.53
and after finding the significant eigenvalues, performed an inverse
Fourier transform to obtain the conditional probability densities.
In Section D of Chapter , we discussed the difficulties inherent in
such an approach.
Instead, we use the moment generating function (with real
values for its argument) to obtain bounds and approximations as
discussed in Chapter II. All that remains is to obtain closed-form
expression for (s). From Eq. 3.53
1P (S In - ~ D H,(-2s)
for Re(s) (3.54)
2 AJ
The technique discussed in the previous sections of this chapter for
evaluating Fredholm determinants are applicable here as well. Here
the pertinent random process is the input to the square-law device
r.
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in the receiver, conditioned on the two hypotheses. Again, in the
case where the random process generation and the receiver filter can
be modeled via state variables, we can readily evaluate the Fredholm
determinant. The model, conditioned on one of the hypotheses, is
shown in Fig. 3.3.
The equatior specifying the message generation are:
l(t) = Fl(t)xl(t) + G(t)ul(t) (3.55a)
r(t) - Gl(t)xl(t) + w(t) (3.55b)
and those specifying the receiver are
_2(t) F2 (t)x 2(t) + G2 (t)r(t) (3.56a)
y(t) -G2 (t)x2 (t). (3.56b)
The initial conditions are zero-mean Gaussian random variables.
E[xl(Ti)xl(Ti)] - (3.57a)
E[x2 (Ti)x2(Ti)1] - (3.57b
The entire system can be rewritten in canonical state-variable form.
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d _____  ________________ ____zC2t) G0 )G i t ,
-2SI (t -.(t)G I F2 J l )
ul (t)
w(t) I+
(3.58a)
[ (T ) xT
-x2 (T i )
i 
I
I 
..... - --- (3.58b)
o I 
Defining x(t) =
F(t) -
G(t) =
-x l( t )
(3.59a)
(3.59b)
_c(t)
o!
ca ((t)
(3.59c)·-- ·-- · I·-·I .-------
A_)
o
r7~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~75
C(t) - L, C2(t)] (3.59d)
u w(t)
u(t) - (3.59e)
w(t) 
Em
I~~~~-
(3.59f)
Then,
x(t) = F(t)x(t) + G(t)u(t) (3.60a)
y(t) = C(t)x(t) (3.60b)
(3.60c)Ex(t)x (t)- 
- Z~o
and the evaluation of the Fredholm determinants is carried out
exactly as before, using Eq. 3.46.
i
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F. Summary
In this chapter, we calculated the semi-invariant moment
generating function (s) for the problem of detecting Gaussian
signals in Gaussian noise. We considered both optimum and sub-
optimum receivers. We expressed (s) in terms of the Fredholm
determinant, which can be obtained from the solution to a related
optimum linear filtering problem. For the important class of random
processes which can be modeled via state variables, we obtained a
straightforward technique for computing (s).
I
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i
I
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IV. APPROXIMATIONS TO THE ERROR PROBABILITY FOR M-ARY ORTHOGONAL
DIGITAL COMMUNICATION
In the previous chapters we have been concerned with the
performance of binary detection systems on a bit-by-bit basis. This
model is appropriate to many radar and sonar problems. However,
many digital communication systems have more than two hypotheses. In
this chapter, we shall discuss M-ary orthogonal communication systems.
By restricting ourselves to this class of problems, we shall be able
to relate the performance of the M hypothesis problem to the function
P(s) for a related simple binary problem. Therefore, the techniques
of Chapter III are directly applicable to performance calculations
for M-ary digital communication.
A. Model
The problem which we shall.consider is the M hypothesis
generalization of the symmetric binary problem discussed in Chapter III,
Section C-2. We receive a sample function from one of M Gaussian
random processes in additive white Gaussian noise,
Hi:r(t) si(t) + w(t), 0 < t < T
i - 1,2, ..., M (4.1)
We assume that the eigenvalues of the processes si(t) are identical
and that their eigenfunctions are orthogonal. We also assume that
we have an infinite bandwidth available.
One common system which fits into this model is a M-ary
frequency shift system operating over a non-dispersive fading channel.
r
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The transmitted signal is
fi(t) = - A(t) cos((w c+iw,)t + (t)
0 < t <T
i 1, 2, ,, M (4.2)
where A(t) and (t) are known amplitude and phase modulations.
This signal is transmitted over a time-selective fading channel so
that the received signal on hypothesis Hi is
l
r(t) = -- B(t)cos[(Wi + (i-I)WA)t + (t) + (t)I + wi(t),
0 < t < T, (4,3)
or
r(t) = 2 a(t)bc(t)cos[(wc+(i-l)wi)t]
+ f a (t)b+(tsin[(wc+(i-+))tl +w(t),
0 < t < , (4.4)
where b (t) and b t) are zero-mean, statistically independent
Gaussian random processes. Hence, B(t) is a Rayleigh distributed
random process and 0(t) is a uniformly- distributed random process.
We assume that the frequency shift w,^ is chosen significantly large
so that the orthogonality assumption of the previous paragraph is
ressentially satisfied.
The related simple binary problem which we consider is,
Hi: r(t) sl(t) + w(t)
0 < t - T (4.5)
H0 : r(t) w(t)
Note that due to the symmetry of the problem, we could equally well
have used any one of the M signals for H. The techniques of
Chapter III enable us to compute U(s) for this simple binary problem.
The performance then follows upon using the bounds and approximations
in Chapter II.
B. Bounds on the Probability of Error
There are several different bounds on the error
probability. The key to all these performance calculations is the
"exponent-rate" curve or "system reliability function." Space does
not permit a detailed development of this topic here. Instead, we
refer the reader to derivations which are available elsewhere
[30, 49-51].
The simplest upper bound, analogous to the Chernoff bound
of Eqs. 2.12 and 2.13, was originally derived by Yudkin [49]. A
more readily available reference is Viterbi [511. Their result is,
Pr[c] < exp(-T C E(R/C)] (4.6)
where
log2M (4.7)
R T
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and
C -N 2 (4.8a)
N0 Zn2
NOTen2 (4.8)
C is the infinite bandwidth capacity of the additive Gaussian noise
channel.
Kennedy obtains both upper and lower bounds [50] of
the form
Klexp[-T C E(R/C)1 < P [el < K2 exp[-T C E(R/C)]. (4.9)
' n 2-
A number of alternate expressions for the coefficients have been
obtained. The important feature for many problems is that the behavior
of the error probability is dominated by the exponential factor involving
the exponent-rate curve E(R/C). We devote the next section to a
discussion of this function.
C. Exponent-Rate Curves
Kennedy has derived expressions for the exponent-rate
curve for the problem which we have described. We state his
results, then relate them to (s) for the simple binary problem given
in Eq. 4.5. Both forms of the results are expressed in terms of
infinite sums similar to those we encountered in Section B of
Chapter III, or equivalently, in terms of Fredholm determinants.
r31
Kennedy derived his results in terms of the function,
A N
Y(s) =- 2 [Zn(l-sXi/N) + s n(l+X/N0 )]
i=-
s<O (4.10)
Comparing Eq. 4.10 with Eq. 3.21, we observe that
(4.11)NO 11 (ls),y(s) = NE
where the function (s) in Eq. 411 is the semi-invariant moment
generating function for the simple binary problem of Eq. 4.5
Making this substitution, Kennedy's Eqs. 5.12 and 5.13
become
!N E 1 _ ()]
crit - E [  )
E (R/C) = - 2( 
E 2 ) - R/C
(4.12)
(4.13)
for 0 < R < Ri
-crit
N 
E(R/C) = -- [(S) + (1-s)i (s) 
where s is implicitly defined by,
(4.14)
i
I
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R/C m - [id) - sls) (4.15a)
E
N0
for Rit R < E (1)C
crit - E
or equivalently for < s < 1
In passing, we note the similarity between Eqs. 4.15 and 4.14 and
the exponents in Eqs. 2.12 and 2.13.
We can immediately sketch the exponent rate curve and label
the important points (see Fig. 4.1). We also can obtain numerical
results for the same classes of problem that we discussed in Chapter III.
p(s) depends on the channel and modulation. The capacity
of the overall channel which includes the transmitter, fading
channel, and optimum receiver is given by,
C /C (4.15b)
system E
We now give an alternate parametric expression for the
exponent-rate curve which is closely analogous to the expressions
that arise in Gallager's random coding theorem 30]. We include it
for the benefit of those readers who may be more familiar with this
formulation of the exponent-rate curve.
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E (R/C)
Slope = -1
I
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Figure 4.1. Exponent-Rate Curve for Fading Channel
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E(R/C) - max ([E(p) - p R/C], (4.16)
O<p<l
where in Kennedy's notation
EO(p) = -(l+p)y(P-) (4.17)
Thus, using Eq. 4.11,
N
E (P) - -(l+p).j (lp) (4.18)
Using Eq. 3.20c, Eq. 4.18 becomes
N 1Eo(P) - [p0 in DN- - (l+p)n D :1+ -0) ] (4.19)
0+0
which is Viterbi's Eq. 25 rewritten slightly.
Viterbi proceeded from Eq. 4.19 and calculated exponent-
rate curves assuming long time intervals and stationary processes.
The techniques we have developed in Chapter III enable us to treat
the much wider class of problems where the processes may be non-
stationary and where the time intervals are arbitrary.
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V. EXAMPLES
In this chapter, we shall consider a number of examples
illustrating the application of the techniques we have developed to
the calculation of error probabilities for som.e simple detection
problems. We shall choose examples from all three levels of detection
problems: known signal, signal with a finite number of random
parameters, and random signals. Whenever possible, we include the
results of exact calculations for comparison purposes. However, the
real power of our technique lies in those problems for which we do
not have other techniques available, and we shall devote most of this
chapter to examples taken from this category.
As an introductory exercise, we apply our error approxi-
mations to the known signal problem. We then consider several-slow,
Rayleigh fading diversity examples. For these problems, we compare
our results with those obtained by others and demonstrate simple
examples wnere otner performance critceria lea tco msleaalng results.
A- of L1Iaj IL Ch rU1VJ.IU of L d%1LFm· m -Wt -P to -V - -C L LII"plE:S u% Lull dZAACLJ6YL V L UUpUL1U%&U L%V=L 1 W= "L&Qlr.S- "
square-law receiver for the random phase channel. Finally, we consider
a number of simple binary and symmetric binary random process
detection problems. We consider a simple signal optimization problem,
illustrate how our results can be simplified for the case of long
time intervals, and show how our results can be applied to dispersive
channels which can be modeled by means of a tapped delay line. For
the symmetric binary, bandpass problem we obtain upper and lower
bounds on our approximations.
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A. General Binary Problem, Known Signals, Colored Noise
This problem is the simplest of the waveform detection
problems. It has been studied for over twenty-five years. For a
detailed discussion and list of references, see Van Trees [421. The
receiver is linear and the test statistic is Gaussian. Thus the
calculation of error probabilities is straightforward, so that the
only reason for applying our approximation techniques to this
problem is as an exercise.
The mathematical model is as follows:
Hi: r(t) = ml(t) + n (t) + w(t)
T. t < Tf1- - f
H2: r(t) m2(t) + nc(t) + w(t).1)
Here ml(t) and m2(t) are the known signals, the random "signal"
components n (t) are identical and represent the colored componentC
of the additive Gaussian noise, and w(t) is white Gaussian noise of
spectral density N0/2.
Substituting into Eq. 3.16, we find that
( = s(-s) d2 (5.2)2
where
de N f F[m2(t)-ml(t)] - ho(t,u)[m2(u)-m(uidu dt.N fh0t 
0 T T.
(5.3)
F
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ho(t,u) is the MMSE linear estimator for estimating nc(t) given r(u) =
nc(u) + w(u), Ti u < t. Alternate expressions for d2 follow from
our realizable whitening filter results in Appendix D.
Tf Tf
d2 = i ( i h (t,u)[m2(u)-ml()]du}2 dt (5.4)
T Ti
where
hw(t,u) 6(t-u) - ho(t,u)
is the realizable whitening filter.
;(s) d2(8-- 1) y
to(s) d2
U'(s) =-d
(5.5)
(5.6)
(5.7)
P(n)(s) = 0 for n > 3.
From Eq. 5.6, we can explicitly solve for s in terms
y. Substituting Eq. 2.26 in Eqs. 2.10 and 2.11 and simplifying,
we have
2 d' 1 $( d't])
(5.8)
of
(5.9)
i
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ProcI H2] - - 2 d (5.10)
Thus, in this case, our approximations, in fact, yield the exact
error expression, since for this problem the tilted probability
density p (L) is Gaussian. Fig. 5.1 illustrates the exact expression
for the symmetric case where y- 0, as well as the asymptotic
approximation Eq. 2.23 and the bound Eq. 2.12 or Eq. 2.13. This
curve has appeared previously as Fig. 2.36 of [35] and Fig. 2.10 of
[52].
B. Slow Rayleight Fading With Diversity
This is another case in which analytical results are
available for comparison. It represents an important example of the
second level of difficulty in the hierarchy of detection problems.
1. Simple Binary Problem, Bandpass Signals. On hypothesis
H2, a known bandpass signal
s(t) - f 2 f(t)cos[Wct + (t)], 0 < t < T (5.11)
of energy
T T
Et - f s2(t)dt f f2(t)dt (5.12)
0 0
is transmitted over each of N statistically independent fading channels.
The received signal in each channel is of the form
89
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H2: r(t) v 2 f(t)cos(w t + (t) + ] + w(t), 0 < t < T,
(5.13)
where v in a Rayleigh random variable with
E[v 2]1 = 2 2, (5.14)
0 is a uniform random variable, 0 < < 2n, and w(t) is white
Gaussian noise of spectral density N/2. On hypothesis Hi, no signal
is sent, hence
H 1: r(t) w(t) O <t < T. (5.15)
Therefore, the average received energy in each channel is
r - 2 2 Etr t (5.16)
Writing Eq. 5.13 in terms of quadrature components,
we have
H1: r(t) - a Fi- f(t)cos[w ct + (t)]
+ a 2 f(t)sin[w t + *(t)] + w(t), 0 < t < T,
(5.17)
i
I
i
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where a and a are statistically independent zero-mean GaussianC S
random variables with variance 2 . A suitable orthogonal expansion
for each channel output is given by Eq. 5.17. Therefore, this
problem is equivalent to a 2N dimensional vector problem.
H2: ri si + wi
H1 ri wi
i - 1, 2, ... , 2N
E[si] - E[wi] 0,
Var [ ]s /2 i 2 Et
Var[wil N 2
Using Eq. 3.21, we obtain,
u(s) N[(1-s)Ln(l+Er/ IN0)
- n(l+(l-s)Er/N) )1,
.(s) -N tn(l+E /N o) +
E/N
rO1 + (l-
1 +1(1-s) INrO
where
(5.18)
(5.19a)
(5. 19b)
(5.19c)
(5.20)
(5.21)
!
II
II
I
I
i
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(s) - N 3 . (5.22)
1 + (I-S)Er/ N
Substitution of Eq. 5.20 through Eq. 5.22 into Eqs. 2.32 and 2.33
yields the approximate receiver operating characteristic (ROC) of
Fig. 5.2 . For larger values of N, the exact and approximate curves
are practically identical.
An equivalent way to work this problem is to consider the
low pass problem.
H2: r'(t) = acf(t) + w(t)
i,~~~~~ 
Hl:r'(t) = w(t), 0 < t < T, (5.23)
and then use Eq. 3.36.
2. Symmetric Binary Problem, Bandpass Signals
In the communications context, we assume that one of two
equally probable, orthogonal bandpass waveforms of energy Et is
transmitted over the fading channel modeled in the previous example.
A frequency-shift keying system is representative of the physical
systems that fit into this model. We assume that there are N
hanneil nrat-n4 in anare t4im nyr A4Y i,.-.r4-. 1a I(a
follows immediately from Eq. 3.28 and Eq. 5.20.
The calculations for Fig. 5.2 were performed by A. B. Baggeroer and
were used to plot Fig. 2.42 in Ref. [52].
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Figure 5.2.
Approximate Receiver Operating Characteristic,
Slow Rayleigh Fading
i
I
.
.
uSY(s) = PsI(S) SI(1-s)
Nn(l+Er/N 0) - n(l+s Er/N0)
- n(l + (1-s)Er/NO)] (5.24)
If the threshold is chosen to yield minimum total
probability of error, then y O. From Eq. 3.29b, this implies
s - . Then,
- 2 1-
- 1) N[(n(l + Er/NO) - 2n(l + 1 Er/N0)l,
(2) '
,2~ -o
N
z 
(t+ N/Er)
,.. 1
(5.25a)
(5.25b)
(5.25c)
The first order approximation to the probability of
error is
Pr( C O(-. 1 XZ )exp(() + ..) ) (5.26)
F 94
and
i
i
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i
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The exact expression for the error probability is given
by 531.P [] -- E ( 2m ) / (5.27)
r 2( - m 2 +Tr
r2rnNO)-N N 0
Eqs. 5.26 and 5.27 are plotted in Fig. 5.3. We observe
there is very little difference between the exact expression and the
first order approximation. In fact, for N - 16 and larger, we are
unable to see any difference in their graphs. In Section D-5 of this
chapter, we shall show that our approximation is in fact a lower bound
on Pr[e] for this problem, and in Section D-6 we shall make a quanti-
tative statement about its accuracy.
3. The Effect of Neglecting Higher Order Terms in
the Asymptotic Expansion. In addition to computing the exact
expression for the error probability and the first order approximation
given in Eq. 5.26, we have made a calculation retaining the first
four terms of the asymptotic approximation (all the terms given in
Eq. 2.26). Even in the extreme case when N = 1, the difference
between the exact and approximate expressions is imperceptable when
presented graphically on the scale of Fig. 5.3.
4. Optimum Diversity. A further extension of this example
is the question of optimum diversity. That is, given a fixed total
transmitted energy,
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EtT ' N Et, (5.28)
what should N be to minimize the probability of error? We assume as
before that the strengths of all the diversity channels is the same.
Then the condition given by Eq. 5.28 is equivalent to the constraint,
ErT 2N a Et
- N E. (5.29)
r
Pierce originally solved this problem numerically using
Eq. 5.52 [53-55]. He also solved it by minimizing the Chernoff bound
(56]. More recently, Wozencraft and Jacobs actually attached Chernoff's
name to this solution [351.
Using the exact expression of Eq. 5.27, Pierce found that
for large total signal-to-noise ratio, the optimum signal-to-noise
ratio in each diversity channel approaches 3.0700. Minimizing the
Chernoff bound given by Eq. 2.12 or Eq. 2.13,
Pr[E] < exp[(1)], (5.30)
leads to the conclusion that the optimum signal-to-noise ratio per
channel is 3.0700. for all values of total signal-to-noise ratio.
This is equivalent to minimizing (i), the dominant term in our
approximate error expression.
We have determined the optimum value of N using the
approximate error expression given by Eq. 5.26. In Fig. 5.4 we plot
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the optimum average received signal-to-noise energy ratio per
diversity channel as a function of the total average received signal-
to-noise ratio for these three different criteria.
A couple of comments are in order regarding Fig. 5.4
First, we can achieve the optimum solution only for discrete values
of total signal-to-noise ratio. In particular, the optimum can be
achieved only for those values of 2ErT/N0 which are integer multiples
of the optimum ratio per channel. The curves in Fig. 5.4 are smooth
curves drawn through these points.
Second, the minimum is not particularly sensitive to the
exact value of signal-to-noise ratio per channel. This is demonstrated
graphically in Fig. 7.44 of Ref.[35]. Therefore, the probability
of error which results from using any one of the three criteria is
practically the same. The only difference in the two approximate
methods is that the probability of error computed from the Chernoff
bound is not as good an approximation to Eq. 5.27 as is Eq. 5.26.
It is also instructive to compare these results with those
obtained using output signal-to-noise ratio d2 as the performance
criterion. Straightforward calculations yields
d2 2NErT (5.31)
Hence, the maximum d2 occurs for N = 1, which does not yield the
minimum probability of error, when 2Er /NO > 3.
5. The Inadequacy of the Bhattacharyya Distance. In
Eq. 2.21, we saw that _(1) B, the Bhattacharyya Distance. Thus,
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the above example is one for which using the Bhattacharyya distance
as a performance measure leads to an optimum diversity system, while
the "divergence" or d2 does not. However, a slight modification of
this example produces a situation in which the Bhattacharyya distance
is not a good performance measure.
We assume that we have available two independent slow
Rayleigh fading channels, which are modeled as described at the
beginning of this section. On hypothesis H2, a signal of energy E is
transmitted; on H no signal is transmitted. Again, there is
additive white Gaussian noise in each channel. We wish to investigate
the consequences of dividing the available energy between the two
channels. For example, we might like to achieve the optimum division
of energy.
We assume the total average received energy is Er, with
average received energy E1 and E2 in the two channels, respectively.
E1 aEr (5.32a)r
E2 = (l-a)Er, for 0 < a < 1. (5.32b)
Note that this problem is symmetric about = 0.5 so that it is
sufficient to consider the range 0 < a < .
The noise power density in each channel is N0/2. Then,
f1+ +a - EN
=(s) (1-s)tn[ + (1+a(1- )]
0 0
1f~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~ ~101
E E
- n[l + (l-s)-1 i1 + (l-s)a(l-a) }J . (5.33)
0 0
Figs. 5.5a, 5.5b, and 5.5c show Eq. 5.33 for several values of
2E I/N , with a as a parameter. For 2 Er/NO - 5 and 10, the (s)
curves cross, and, hence, (1) is not representative of the ordering
of the curves for all other values of s. Therefore, it appears to
be worth the extra effort to use (s) as our performance index for
non-symmetrical problems.
6. Inadequacy of the Kullback-Leibler Information
Number as a Performance Measure. Recently, the Kullback-Leibler
4 -t -- __ ..... _ L--
I (H1:H2) = -ii(0) (5.34)
has been advocated as a performance measure of more universal
applicability than the divergence for the simple binary problem,
particularly when it is desired to use a Neyman-Pearson criterion [57].
For a simple counterexample, refer to Fig. 5.5b.
Recall from Chapter II that the tangent. line to the
u(s) curve at s s intersects the line s 0 at the value i(s ) -
s ~(s ) which is the exponent of our error approximations and bounds
on PF' Similarly, the tangent line intersects the line s 1 at
i(s ) + (1-s )(s ) which is the exponent for P. Consider the case
2Er/N0 - 5. If we require the exponent for PF to be -.30, for
example,, then the proper choice of a to minimize PM is a 0.
1However, the choice which maximizes -(0) i . Thus, again
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the extra effort required for our performance technique is justified.
C. Random Phase Angle
In this section, we consider a second example where there
is a finite set of random parameters. We assume that the received
signal is a band-pass signal about some carrier frequency. The
random parameter is the phase of the carrier. This phase uncertainty
might arise in practice from instability in the carrier oscillator
at either the transmitter or receiver. This problem has been studied
in great detail [42,581 and the error probabilities have been
computed numerically.
1. Simple Binary, No Diversity. The mathematical
model for the problem is
H2: r(t) = T 2Er f(t)cos(wct + (t) + ) + (t)
H1: r(t) - (t)
0 < t<T (5.35)
f(t) and q(t) are known waveforms which contain no frequencies
comparable to wc; w(t) is white Gaussian noise of spectral height
N /2; and is a uniform random variable 0 < < 2w. The log-
likelihood ratio is
2/ E- E
t = nA(r(t)) itn Io( NO L + ) - (5.36)
0 0 CN0
F 105
where IO(0) in a modified Bessel function of the first kind [59],
and
L = /2
c
L=F
T
f r(t)f(t)cos[wct + (t)]dt
0
T
f r(tf(t)sin[ t + (t)]dt.
0 c
(5.37a)
(5.37b)
An equivalent test statistic is
9' -L2 + L2
c s
(5.38)
since both the square root and n I0(.) are monotone functions.
However, since ' is not the logarithm of the likelihood ratio,
we must treat Eq. 5.38 as a "suboptimum" receiver for purposes of
analyzing the performance via our techniques.
For this problem we can compute PF - Pr([eH 1 exactly
since on hypothesis H1, L and Ls are statistically independent
Gaussian random variables.
E [LcH 1 ] - E[LsH 1] O
No
Var[LcHl] -Var[LsH1] 2
(5.39)
(5.40)
Therefore, Zi' L2 + L2 has an exponential distribution, and
c s
FIi
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if
I
i-
PF = Pr([' > IH1]
(5.41)exp[- Y], 0 < < 
N 0
Note that ' > 0, hence we restrict y to be positive. However,
PM = Pr[cIH2] is not so easy, for on H2, Lc and L are Gaussian random
variables only when they are conditioned on 0. Then,
E[LcIH2,8] =' E cos 
E[LsIH2,0I - JE sin 0s Ve 1 r
Var[Lc H 2]
N-
- Var(L sH 2] = 
The resulting probability of error is given in terms of
an integral which cannot be evaluated analytically.
'yv 2o IN0Z + 2E /NO 0
PM = z exp(- 2 )Io0 (zv j)dz
0 0
(5.44)
This integral was first tabulated by Marcum [56] and is usually
referred to in the detection theory literature as Marcum's
Q-function.
We now shall proceed to use our approximation techniques
for suboptimum receivers to approximate Eq. 5.44. First, we
i
I
i)
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(5.42a)
(5.42b)
(5.43)
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compute the semi-invariant moment generating function conditioned on
hypothesis H2. Since L and L are Gaussian random variables when
conditioned on 0, we first compute p2(s8O).
2(sI0) = in E[e s ' 1e l
sL2 sL2
= in E[e cle] + n Ee SI]e (5.45)
This is a straightforward exercise in computing integrals of exponentials
of quadratic forms.
s E cos29 N
P 2(slo ) N - . 2 t n(1-2s 2- )
1 - 2s 2
s E sin20 1 N+ _ in(1-2s -)2 2
- 2s 
sE
sN Ln(l-sN )
for Re[sl < (5.46)
The condition on s below Eq. 5.46 is a necessary condition for
convergence of the integrals. Recall from Chapter III that we are
only interested in real s. Hence, this condition can be
replaced by,
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_ 1 (5.47)
NO
Now observe that the right-hand side of Eq. 5.46 is not a function
of , hence,
it~~ l2( ) = 2(8) (5.48)
To evaluate the first-order error approximation, we shall
need the first two derivatives of P2(s).
N E
1 (s) ~ O1- sN + -sN )2  -sN r (5.49)
0 0
N2 2E N
2(s) N (1-s (5.50)
0 0
Recall from Chapter II that when approximating the
error probability on H2, we require that s be negative, in order
that the integrand in Eq. 2.45 contains a decaying exponential and
that Eq. 5.49 has a solution. Thus, this condition is more
stringent than the one given in Eq. 5.47. This condition is
equivalent to requiring,
y .,(8) < .(0) E[Z' IH., (5.51)
-Z _ - . z
Solving Eq. 5.41 for y in terms of PF' substituting into
Eq. 5.49 and solving for s, we obtain
s k (1n P[ + (5.52)
We use the approximation,
.r mlJ~i~ \,u C,, le\ s^ /a\ r S ~2A, ~f_7 7 =% f, _ (&1 {Q £ (a_1L M 0JW'0 F % I e P / La --  2T 2 '%/ JA
where s is given by Eq. 5.52, subject to the additional condition
s < 0 (5.54)
to obtain the approximate ROC of Fig. 5.6. We have included for
comparison results from Fig. 4.59 of Ref. [42]which were obtained
from a numerical evaluation of Eq. 5.44. We observe that the two
sets of curves compare very favorably.
2. Simple Binary, With Diversity. A logical extension
of this example is to N random phase channels operating in space.
time, or frequency diversity. We assume the phase angles are
statistically independent. The optimum receiver consists of N
parallel channels with their outputs added. In practice, square-law
weighting is used instead of n Io(1). We shall analyze this
I
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Figure 5.6.
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suboptimum receiver.
N
zo = L '9i
ii=l
N
= (L2 +L2 )
i=l Ci Si
(5.55)
On H1, ' has a Chi-square probability density with 2N
degrees of freedom.
1 (N) (N-1) N-,  ,(L) N0 N(N-1) ' exp (- NO (5.56)
Except for the case N 1, which we have already treated, there is
no simple expression for PF' Hence, we use our approximations on
both hypotheses. We, therefore, compute two semi-invariant moment
generating functions.
(5.57a)Pl(s) -N n(l-sNO )
NN s E
U2(s) Z s i - N n(l-sN 0 )i=l 1 - sN00)
s E
1- Nr -N Qn(l-sN0 )1 - sN 0
(5.57b)i
I
I
t
I
E
i
II2
where
N
E Ei Er
i-i
For convergence, we require s < N for both functions. However, we
N0
must have s > 0 in Eq. 5.57a and s < 0 in Eq. 5.57b. Therefore,
the appropriate limits on s are
O < S < -
Ns<
for Eq. 5.57a (5.58a)
for Eq. 5.57b (5. 58b)
Again, we need the first two derivatives of the (s)
function,
NNl
NN0 E
U 2(S ) = 2 (ls 22 2 21 - o2N  12
NN2
P 1( S) <l'sNoT> (1-sN0 )
NN2 2E N
0 + rO
2(s) (1-sNO )' (1-sN )3
0 
(5.59a)
(5.59b)
(5.60a)
(5.60b)
F 1 13
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Solving Eqs. 5.59a and 5.59b for s and s2,
NN
s 1 NO (5.61a)
12 N5+N (5.61b)2 N 2 NzNz1Oi L 0 5,1b
We now substitute these equations into the approximate error
expressions of Eqs. 2.49 and 2.50.
P. t(-Sl ¢ l(s1) )exp[pl(Sl)-Sll(sl)+ -iS1) (5.62a)
PlM (+s2¢ U(s2) )exp[p 2 (s 2)-s 2 2 (s2 )+ 2 22 (5.62b)
We then vary y to construct the approximate ROC's of Fig. 5.7 and
Fin. 5.8. The difference between Firs. 5.7 and 5.6 is that we used
the exact expression for PF in Fig. 5.6.
D. Random Process Detection Problems
For our third set of examples, we consider problems with
an infinite set of unknown parameters. It is for this class of
problems (the third level in our hierarchy) that our asymptotic
approximations are the most useful.
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Figure 5.7
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1. A Simple Binary (Radar) Problem, Symmetric Bandpass
Spectrum. The model here is the same as that in Example B except
that now we remove the assumption of slow fading. That is, we allow
the channel attenuation and phase shift to be a sample function from
a random process. For simplicity, we assume only one diversity
channel. We also assume that the fading spectrum is symmetric about
the carrier frequency. This allows us to use the results for band-
pass signals in Chapter II. The details of the channel model we
are using are developed numerous places. Ref.[43]gives a good
discussion. Using Eqs. 3.36 and 3.20c, we obtain,
P(s) - (1-s)Ln D (N-) - n DN(563)
In Eq. 5.63, we have suppressed the obvious subscripts
for "simple binary" and "bandpass".
We assume that the quadrature components of the fading
have single-pole spectra.
Sy() - 2P . (5.64)
y W2 + k 2
We have seen in Chapter III, Section C that the
calculation of (s) is particularly easy when the random processes
have a state-variable representation. The appropriate state-
variable representation for the spectrum of Eq. 5.64 is
118
F(t) -k (5. 65a)
G(t) (t) GT(t) -kP (5.65b)
C(t) 1 (5.65c)
0 P (5.65d)
First, we find the transition matrix for the canonical system,
Eq. 3.47.
dt 6(t,Ti) 
dtr--
e(Ti,T i) I
-k I 2kP
I
I - e(t,Ti)
21
NO
The solution is readily obtained by using Laplace transforms.
cosh kt - sinh kt m
- I(t+TiTi) - - -
- sinh kt I cosl
Nk8 I
i
2P sinh kt
a
1kt + sinh
B
(5.67)
(5.66a)
(5.66b)
-1I
kS t
i
i
F
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where
= 1+-
-  -kN .
MO
Then,
2 (Tf) = 21(Tf,Ti)l 1 (T i ) + 022(T Ti)02(T i )
cosh kT + 2P +T k%
where
a Tf - Ti .
We can rewrite Eq. 5.68 in a more useful form by making use of the
definition of .
P2(Tf) = cosh(k3T) + 2 sinh(kT)26 )n k
kBT
e
-+12 ]
(5.69)
Then,
sinh kBT (5.68)
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8-1D -2kT (
i n D (-) = in I + (8-)kT (5.70)
We use (s) as given by Eq.2.26 in the first order
approximations to Eqs. 2.10 and 2.11 which are obtained by retaining
only the first term in the Edgeworth series, Ex. 2.26, to construct
the approximate receiver operating characteristic shown in Fig. 5.9.
We are unable to construct the entire ROC because the threshold must
lie between the conditional means for our approximation techniques
to work. The reason for this was discussed in connection with
Eq. 2.16. This is not a serious limitation for rarely do we operate
in the portion of the ROC where PF or PM is greater than 0.5.
2. A Symmetrical (Communication) Problem, Symmetric
Bandpass Spectra. We assume the same channel model as in the previous
example. The transmitted signals are chosen so that the received
random rocesses are essentially orthogonal. We assume the
transmitted signals are equally likely and have equal energies.
For the symmetric problem the pertinent value is s = . Then,
using Eq. 3.29a, the (s) function evaluated at s = ~ is just twice
Eq. 5.63.
i "(2 n D ) 2R.n D ( ). (5.71)
again, we nave suppressed the obvious subscripts for "symmetric
binary" and "bandpass spectra". We use the same approximation that
p
DD
2EN = 10
2Er/N o = 3
2Er/N o = 1
Figure 5.9.
Approximate Receiver Operating Characteristic,
Single-Pole Rayleigh Fading
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we did in the slow fading case (Eq. 5.26).
Pr[C It (- ll U(1i2) )exp[u() + ',()] (5.72)
The approximation of Eq. 5.72 is plotted in Fig. 5.10 for several
values of kT. Several results are apparent:
1. There is an implicit diversity due to the time-
selective fading, so that for moderate kT values
the error probability is noticably less than for
the case of slow fading, provided 2E/No is
sufficiently large.
2. Eq. 5.70 for the Fredholm determinant consists of
three terms: One vanishes as T becomes large,
one remains constant, and one increases linearly
with T. Thus, for large T, the third term
dominates. Recalling from optimum linear
filtering theory that this- last term is just the
steady-state MMSE estimation error 411, suggests
a simple approximation to the Fredholm determinant
for long time intervals. We shall exploit this
simplification in Subsection 4 below.
3. A suboptimum detector for this problem has
previously been analyzed, and it was found to
exhibit an irreducible error probability [601.
That is, the Pr[e] curve saturated with increasing
E/N O. This is not the case for the optimum detector.
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3. Optimum Time-Bandwidth Product. As we have observed,
the time-selective fading results in a form of diversity. It is
straightforward to determine the value of kT which minimizes any one
of our approximations to the error probability. For example, the
optimum value of kT is plotted vs. signal-to-noise ratio in
Fig. 5.11 where the criterion is minimum 1 /2). This criterion is
equivalent to minimizing the Chernoff bound. The resulting minimum
value for (1/2) is plotted in Fig. 5.12.
We saw in our slow fading example that the results
obtained from minimization of the probability of error, the
Chernoff bound, and our first order approximation gave essentially
the same performance.
4. Long Time Intervals, Stationary Processes (Bandpass
Signals, Symmetric Hypotheses). In many problems of interest to us,
the processes are stationary and the time interval is sufficiently
long that the pertinent Fredholm determinants can be approximated
by using the steady-state filtering error in Eq. 3.15. Then,
2 2 N0t·5,(5.73)
Zn D (-) T N (.Q (5. 73)
where the subscript X denotes the steady-state MSE error.
For the first order example discussed in Section C-l,
this approximation is. good whenever the first term in Eq. 5.70 is
small compared to the second. This can be achieved if T is
sufficiently large. Computationally, this approximation has the
advantage that closed-form error expressions have been derived for
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the steady-state filtering problem [411,
co
N 2S (w)
o 2) f r thn + ew (5.74)
For example, for the family of Butterworth spectra,
S nP
s (w)
Y k
n
sin (n )
2n1 + 
1 + (w/k)
we have,
1
nk N0 4P 2n
n Z n 0
(5.75)
(5.76)
where a = n sin( n).
We assume that the signals are bandpass with Eq. 5.75 specifying the
spectrum of the quadrature components. We then use Eq. 3.36 to
obtain (1/2) for the bandpass problem in terms of the quadrature
components.
1 . 2nD
a
n
l
1
(1+ a )2nD n
1
a 2n
-2(1+ Y D2 +1
(5.77)I
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where
A kT
i fl c -
A r
N
0
P
= 0
.- I
I
Now we can minimize v.(') with respect to D as a function
of y. Differentiating with respect to D and equating the result to
zero yields a nonlinear equation in y/D.
a
-2n D
1__ a 2-K 1 1 12>2 D)
- (+anD) - 2(1+ (5.78)(Ian(~"- 2 D'+ 1(b
We can solve (numerically) for the value of y/D which
minimizes )p(1) for a given n. The results for n - 1, 2, ... , 30
are shown in Fig. 5.13 and the resulting exponent is plotted in
Fig. 5.14.
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A limiting case of the family of Butterworth spectra is
the bandlimited spectrum
( I w < 27rW
S (W) =
Y0 elsewhere
0 elsewhere, (5.79)
for which
i(s) = D n ( (l- /D)(l+y/D) (5.80)
where now D 2WT.
Proceeding as in Example B-4, we find,
= 3.0700 + 104
- -. 1488E/N
0
2E
kTN0
opt.
opt.1
opt.
5. Pierce's Upper and Lower Bounds (Bandpass, Binary
Symmetric). Up to this point, we have used the semi-invariant
moment generating function, p(s), to obtain asymptotic expansions of
r
'i
I
131
and
(5.81)
(5.82)
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i
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and bounds on the error probabilities. In addition, we expressed
all of the commonly used distance measures in terms of this function.
In this section we shall use (s) to obtain an error expression
originally derived by Turin [611 for the symmetric hypothesis binary
problem. Our method has the advantage of being appreciably simpler
than the original derivation. Pierce [561 then used Turin's
expression to obtain upper and lower bounds on the error probability.
We shall express these bounds in terms of (s), which enables us to
use the techniques of Chapter III to evaluate these bounds without
first having to find the eigenvalues of the random processes.
The model was discussed in detail in Example D-2;
Example C-2 is a special case. Since throughout this section we
will be discussing only the bandpass, symmetric binary problem we
shall omit the pertinent subscripts from ;(s).
Recall that in Chapter II, we considered only real values
of s, the argument of the semi-invariant moment generating function,
when we derived our various bounds and approximations on the
probability of error. However, in Chapter III when we actually
computed I(s) for Gaussian signals, we could have just as well let
s be complex, with a suitable restriction on its real part, up to
the point where we derived closed-form expression for (s). Analogous
to our previous condition on s, we now can show that it suffices to
consider,
0 < Re(s] < 1 (5.83)
FSince we have assumed eualiy ike'tv ahypotheses -an a
minium total robbility of rror r:tarion, wXe lave
?rf< dj _ PrvIi 1 M L
;:a
- pq (L , dL
= d Z A -sL1n.7 4t o i (s)e ds L for 0 C ' < Z
IJ HsJ&
(5.84)
where s C' + jw,
2i7j
D r id-25 
Now interchanging the order of ntegration,
-sL
J i 's) ' e dL ds
:,-, N O
i M s) ds2i-joo
? j +1
'-' 7 j J
for 0 < J < and > 
e (s ) ds for 0 < < ,
s~~~
(5.85)
For our specific problem. (s) folows from Eq. 3.6
where now a is allowed to be complex.
j
i
I
u(s) 2 [Zn(l+2X /N0)-Zn(l+2sAi/N0)- n(l+2(1-s)X./JN j
(5. 36a)
or
N 2ps) (l+2AnINO )
ne (l+2sXn/N%) (1+2(1-s)n/N ) (5.86b)
Thus,
rE] ij -o N /2 (l+2A/ N O)Prj] ( l+2s (+ )N )TW -Jo s n. l (1+Skn/N0 (1+2(1-s) n/N0>
for 0 < a < I. 5. .87)
This is Turin's [27] or Pierce's [5]. From this equation,
in special cases, we can evaluate Pr ] by performing the indicated
integration. Furthermore, Pierce has derived tight upper and lower
bounds on Pr[e] from this equation. We include his derivation here
for completeness, expressing his final result in terms of P(s).
For ease in writing, define
2X
B - _n
n N 
(5.88)
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We choose a = 1/2. Thus,
i/2+jj N/2
I r[] 1 / I I
i+ 3B
(l+sB ) t(1- ) B I s.
(5.39)
Now let s 1/2 + ix. Then,
1 + I_ _ -_ _x_ _ _i_ -
2 - 1/2+jx n-1 ((1+1/2 3 )+jxB )((1+1/2 )-jxB n)
-. 
1/2--jx N/
n1 1
!+3
(a~~rlzr a Idx(1+1/2BQ'+B 
n n
dx
(5.90)
The imaginary part of this integral vanishes. Next, we let
2x = tan 9, then
T/2 N/2
r = d I (l+B /2)+1/4(B tan )'n-I~~  B
N/2
1 (1+Bn/2) Ir
'r/2 N/2 I
do I - B tan 2
0 n1 + 
n
r/2 NX2
eJ (/ 2)I d
0 n=0. 3B an 2 
'2 1 1
n
(5.91)
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Now we derive bounds on the integrand in Eq. 5.91. Using the
inequality n(l+x) < x for > 0,
N/2 3
+ 2+B tan
n=i L n
0)21
N/2 F
exp Z in +
n-I L
B
n
2+
n
tan ) 2 I
.J
N/2 B
<_ exp t (2nB tan +) 
n-I n I
. -N/2 Bn 1
" exp tanZ EZ ( 2+B -
nml n -
(5.92)
To evaluate the sum in Eq. 5.92, we differentiate p(s)
twice.
N/2
fi(s) 
n=-
N/2
='s)= z
a=l
1n n+ 
1 + sT I + l(1-s)B
n n .
B 2
n
l nsB
n
B 21
n
(5.93)
(5.94)
6.
i.37
iN2 3 
i N/2 B 2
8 N/2 3 (5.95)= 8/z 22-) . g
nl n
Therefore,
N/2
r yr . n 2__ %2 . I ...Ii N,~%.__- :I L t 2+B can l ] . expvLpilan t.o.
n= 1 n
A lower bound on the product in Eq. 5.96 follows from the observation
that expanding the product yields a sum of positive terms. Thus,
N /2 B N12 B
n >tan n 22J+ (2 tan ) I > i + b (2 )2 tan26
I.-I 2
= I. + (-)tan . (5.97)
The desired upper and lower bounds follow from evaluating two
integrals.
rT/2Al 1 1
X1 Yr dO 1 + ((1/2) tan48
8
1 (5.98)
L. ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ eaw 8
I/2
0
Letting x = tan29,
8 (1/2)x00 8
e . dx.
0 v-" (l+x)
We recognize this as a Laplace transform. Using CRC #111 on Page 334
[621, we obtain,
I= exp(/ 2) 1J(- 1/4f(1/2)).1 2 =exp[~'( 8
Thus, we have
4(-¢ 1/4Q(1/2) )exp[l(1/2) + i8 /2) < Pr[e] < .exp(1/2 ) ]
2 (1 + f(i/J2)
(5. 102)
T 1T2 -
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(5.99)
1
2 2f (5.100)
(5.101)
dQ xp - '(112) tan 2al.d8 exp~ Q
!39" aI
The Lower bound av be relaxed o ield
IexD _(_
4~~~~. I f -
esn,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~< 5-= 1 
. + i 11 ,t"
8 1( n
ILV~
I
exp nP i,
4 / 4 / _ 3K ~!
(5.l03)
One way of doing this is by showing that the function
f(x) = (-/- - x) - - x2(1+T' x) -
This follows immediately from
f(O) f(p) =: O, f(0) = - > 2vr
and
' - 2
f'(x) = 0 only at x =
2J v7
, (1A 
l
II
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Eq. 5.103 is Pierce's result in our notation. The upper and lower
bounds in Eq. 5.103 differ at most by /F' .
6. Bounds on the Accuracy of Our Asymptotic Approximation
for Symmetric Hypotheses and Bandpass Sectra. A topic of prime
importance is the analysis of the accuracy of our probability of error
approximations. We would like to be able to make some quantitative
statements about the accuracy which results from retaining given
number of terms in Eq. 2.26. For several examples where the tilted
density was far from being Gaussian (e.g. slow Rayleigh fading with
no diversity) the first order approximation differs from the exact
expressions by only about 10 percent. In some other examples where
the "exact" error probability is computed from the significant
eigenvalues of typical random processes, even smaller errors result
from our first-order approximation.
We have made several attempts at using techniques
similar to various Central Limit Theorem proofs [38, 63-65] to
estimate the accuracy of the first-order approximation, e.g.,
Eqs. 2.32 and 2.33. However, the estimates we obtained are far
too conservative to be useful.
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In this section, we obtain upper and lower bounds on our
first-order error approximations for an important subclass of
problems, namely, the symmetric hypotheses (communication) problem
with equally likely hypotheses, bandpass signals, and a minimum
total probability of error criterion. For this problem (-)(the
Bhattacharrya distance) in the appropriate performance measure,
and several of our examples in the previous section were in this
class. Furthermore, this is the problem which Turin and Pierce
treated_ qas discussed in the nreviots section. Pierce's upper and
lower bounds are
exp i(1) ) eP Pr
2 + )")2 1 exp[p(l) i (½A1 < Pr[E]
(5.104a)
and
Pr[Ee < exp
2- _ t(5.104b)
~()
I
I
- 3 _ _ __ '------- - --- __ -I ' ---- _
rA42
We observe from q. 5,26 that our asymptotic approximation
is identical with the lower bound in Eq. 5.104a. More important,
Pierce's upper and lower bounds are also upper and lower bounds on
our first-order asymptotic approximation. Therefore, this approximation
is within a factor of 7 v of the correct value. This is far better
than the factor by which the Chernoff bound is in error, as shown in
Fig. 7.43 of Ref.[35].
Pierce's bounds could also be used as approximations to
the probability of error, and we could make the same statement about
their accuracy. However, we have seen examples (slow Rayleigh fading
with diversity, for example) where our first-order asymptotic
approximation converges to the exact probability of error.
We have chosen to include this discussion of accuracy at
this point, rather than in one of the earlier chapters, because it
only applies to the bandpass, binary symmetric problem. The
technique used to obtain these bounds does not appear to generalize
to the simple binary or the general binary problem.
7. A Suboptimum Receiver for Single-Pole Fading. We now
demonstrate how the techniques of Chapter II, Section C, are used to
analyze the system shown in Fig. 5.15. This is the problem for which
we analyzed the optimum receiver in Example D-1. For simplicity,
since we only intend to illustrate the method here, we consider a
simple binary, lowpass problem. The numerical results for this
example will appear elsewhere [66,671, along with the results for more
complicated suboptimum receivers. We Just set up the problem here.
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On 11 , e have only a single state system to consider,
(5.105a)
N0
.E~w(=)w(U) = E C J/~"" (t-u) s5.105b)
Ety(t)y(t) = o (5.105c)
In order to obtain the Fredholm determinant, we must solve the
"canonical" system of Eq. 3.40.
I
L t
.1<o (0)
1 l
1,g 
-2s
f(t) 9
0 j
JI
4 1(t)
.L2 t)I
1
(5.106)
(5.107)
On H2, the equations are considerably more complex.
;() = Elrwwww
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We, therefore, want to solve the system
-C 0
f2<t) 0 I
I
0 0 
0 -2s I
2kP
0
0
N
0 f2(t )
_2 _ _ _
k -f 2 (t)
0 0
with 40) -
2(0) = I
for < .
C(t)
v { 0 
- 0%I
(5 .i08c)
(5.108d)
r
d
dt
(5.109)
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Since s is negative, this corresponds to solving a inear
filtering problem where the observation noise has spectral density
s ( ) (5.110)
21s1
8. A Class of Dispersive Channels. One model for
dispersive channels (or deep, fluctuating radar/ sonar targets) is
the tapped-delay line model 68], as indicated in Fig. 5.16. For
purposes of illustration, we consider a simple binary, lowpass
problem. If we assume the transmitted signal s(t) is a known
waveform and the tap-gain random processes can be modeled via state-
variables, we can readily compute (s) using the techniques of
Chapter III, Section D.
For example, if we assume that the tap gains are
uncorrelated with the state representations,
fiW = F. (t)A. i3G i(0t) i t) (5 111a)
Bi(t) = s(t-iA)Citxi(t), i = 091, .. , N (5.11b)
then the appropriate state variable model is
x(t) = F(t)x(t) + G(t)u(t) (5.112a)
y(t) = C(t)x(t) (5 .112b)
-k4
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where
x(t) =
F(t) =
o (t)
As,(t)
x,(t)
1I
(5.113a)
F (t) 0
F((t)
m
0 F,,(t)
(5.113b)
{J
G(t) =
G O(t) 0
ol (t)
0 . Yit)
(5.113c)
C(t) = [s(t)C (t) s(t-A)C(t))"'Js(t-NA)_,(t)] (5.113d)
To illustrate the feasibility of such a calculation, we
consider a simple example. We assume the tap gainsare sample
functions from stationary single-pole Gaussian random processes with
spectra
-I%
149
T Sh (X)e = a o_ i x 0,,2 ( \5114)
The transmitted signal on hypotheses H, is a square pulse
(1 0 < t < 
s(t) = (5.115)
0 otherwise.
On H no signal is sent. w(t) is white Gaussian noise of spectral
height N /2 1. Thus, the average received energy-to-noise ratio
0
is 3 for our example. In Fig. 5.17, we plot (s) for three different
values of A.
9. The Low Energy Coherence Case. In Chapter I, we
briefly mentioned the "low energy coherence" or "threshold" case,
Ref. [69]. In this example, we calculate (s) for the zero-mean,
simple binary problem assuming low energy coherence. Then applying
our asymptotic approximation, we obtain the previously quoted results
for this problem, Eqs. 1.21.
The simplifying assumption is that all of the eigenvalues
of the signal random process are small when compared with the white
noise level.
ti << N/2 for all i. (5.116)
We start with Eq. 3.21.
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us) = r [(l-s)2n(1+2Xi/NO ) -n(+(l-s)2Xi/N ) 1 (5.117)
We expand the logarithms in a power series and retain the first two
terms. The first-order terms cancel, and we obtain
(-s) (2 2 
4 N 0 = 
r' Tf
s(l-s) L20)2 f K2(t,u)dt du (5.118)
2 .s T
We observe that Eq. 5.118 is of the form of Eq. 5.2, which
was the result for the known signal problem.
;(s) s(1-s) d2 (5.119)
Therefore, the appropriate approximations to the error probabilities are
given by Eqs. 5.9 and 5.10.
Pr([clH1] 1 - ( + ) (5.120a)
Pr[e1H 2 ] - 1 - 2 d' (5.120b)
I
I
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where
2 " K2 (t,u)dt d (5.121)
T.2
All that remains is to show that d2 as defined in Ea. 5.121
is a suitably defined "output signal-to-noise ratio". This is a
straightforward calculation. The steps are indicated in Ref. 13 ].
This is also discussed in Ref. [23 ].
E. Summary
In this rather lengthy chapter, we have presented examples
illustrating the application of our approximation techniques to
performance calculations for a number of detection problems. Our
examples were chosen from all three levels of detection problems.
In those few cases where exact answers were available for comparison,
our approximation compared favorably with the exact results.
As an introductory exercise, we applied our error
approximations to the known signal problem. We then considered
several slow Rayleigh fading diversity examples. As an example of
the analysis of a suboptimum receiver, we considered a square-law
receiver for the random phase channel. Finally, we considered a
number of simple binary and symmetric binary random process detection
problems. We considered a simple signal optimization problem, we
illustrated how our results could be simplified for the case of long
time intervals and stationary processes, and we showed how our
approximation could be applied to dispersive channels which could be
modeled by means of a tapped delay line. For the symmetric binarT,
bandpass problem we obtained upper and lower bounds on our first
order approximation. For he simple binary, low energy oherence ease
we demonstrated that our approximations are identical with the results
usually sed for this special ase.
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VI. OPTIMUM SIGNAL DESIGN FOR SINGLY-SPREAD TARGETS (CHIANNELS)
In the previous chapters, we saw how our approximation
techniques can be used to analyze the error probability for several
different types of rader and communication systems. We also
considered several simple optimization problems where we optimized
the performance as a function of some parameter such as number of
diversity channels and duration of the signal pulse.
In this chapter, we shall study a more general problem
in system design. The problem of interest (see Fig. 6.1) is
essentially that which was analyzed in Example D-1 in the previous
chapter. It is closely related to the more realistic problem of
communicating over a Rayleigh fading channel, when the fading
spectrum is symmetrical about the carrier and is stationary. Then,
using Eq. 3.36,
UBp(s: 2 E/N) - 2Lp(s:E/N0), (6.1)
where the subscripts BP and LP denote "low-pass" and "bandpass".
We wish to pick s(t), subject to an energy constraint to maximize
the performance of the optimum detector. The performance measure
which we would like to minimize is the error probability. However,
the complexity of the error expressions is not very encouraging.
Instead, we minimize u(s) which appears as the dominant term in our
error approximations. Recall from our diversity examples in
Chapter V that the diversity systems designed to minimize the exact
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error expression, the Chernoff bound, and our first order
approximations gave essentially the same perfromance. See Fig. 5.4.
A. A Lower Bound on (1/2)
Kennedy 50] has obtained a lower bound on u() for the
symmetric hypothesis problem, assuming that we can achieve the
optimum energy distribution for the channel output subject to a
constraint on its average energy. For stationary channels, this is
equivalent to constraining the transmitted energy. His derivation
does not tell us how to achieve this optimum energy distribution
when we only have the transmitted signal at our disposal, nor does
it tell us if the lower bound can be attained. However, it does
provide us with a useful "yardstick" for gaging the performance of
suboptimum signals. Since Kennedy's derivation is very short,
we include it here.
Recall that throughout this chapter we are considering
a low-pass problem. Then from Eqs. 3.21 and 3.28,
9-
1 1 C* 2L 1 I2~~~ )P.0 (1 ) Il n(l+ N - 2in(l+ 
8i ol I]
with
N
il i r
(6.2)
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Define,
g(x) - i[/2 n(l+x) - n(l+x/2)]
2Xi 2 .,
i-i N 0
(6.3)
(6.4)
The function g(x) is plotted in Fig. 7.44 of Ref. [35] It
is a positive function with unique minimum which is the solution
to
g(Xo) =
I-
4(1+x0)(l+x/2) '
Solving numerically, we find
_4
x 3.0700 + 0 .
he n,Then,
(6.5)
(6.6)
2X.
;(1/2) > - Z N g(x o)
i=l 0
2E
= g(xo)
= -0.1488 E r/N
Then,
(6.7)
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When Er/N0 is an integral multiple of x0, we can achieve the bound
by letting
(.,X i - 1, 2, ... , Ei 0 E/x0 i -I, 2, . .. ,
-i = f (6.8)
0 otherwise
Therefore, the most desirable situation is to have an
?~ ~ ~~1I1~.LI -
=quc. L UUULr rJ. nurL-;zeru 5.Lgenva.ues L.n Lne receUveu ranuom process,
with the number of components determined by the available signal-to-
noise ratio. For the important class of state-variable random
processes, it follows from Baggeroer's technique for solving
homogeneous Fredholm integral equations, Ref. [211 that a random
process having N states can have at most N equal eigenvalues. Hence,
we immediately conclude that for most problems of interest, we can
never exactly achieve the bound of Eq. 6.7. However, when the fading
spectrum is bandlimited, we saw in Example D-4 that we could approach
this bound. Recall that the expressions for (s) used in that
example were approximations based on the long time interval
approximation. The actual minimum value of (1/2) for that example
will be slightly larger.
B. Formulation of a Typical Optimization Problem
We now shall investigate whether we can find a transmitted
signal s(t) which minimizes (1/2), subject to a constraint on
its energy. We shall use Pontryagin's minimum principle to obtain
a set of differential equations and boundary conditions which the
159
optimum signal must satisfy. An intelligent reading of this section
presumes a working knowledge of the minimum principle, such as given
in Chapter V of Ref. 461. The necessary conditions which we derive
could also be obtained from the classical calculus of variations with
a little more effort.
The conclusion that we shall reach is that there is no
waveform that achieves a minimum value of (1/2). Therefore, the
reader who is not facile with the minimum principle can skip this
section. We include it for the benefit of those persons who are
using, or who plan to use similar optimization techniques for
other problems.
Our cost functional is
Tf T
2JI O -r (t)dt S (t)dt (6.9)
i Ti
where
C ( t) = s2(t)C(t)El(t)C(t) (6.10a)
f2(t) s2(t)C(t) 2(t)C(t) (6.10b)
dt El(t) F(t)El(t) + (t)FT (t) + G(t)Q(t)G (t)dt . . ..
-2(t)N EZ(t)CT(t)C(t)Z (t) (611a)
0
The symbol J should not be confused with the same symbol which we used
for the divergence in Chapters I and II. We use J here to be consistent
with the control theory literature.
d_ j 2(t) F(t)>2(t) + 2(t)FT(t) + /2G(t(t)G(t)
-s 2(t)2 r (tc T(t)C(t,)E-2:)N -
z-2(Ti) =2 
2 1. 
(6. llb)
(6. 12a)
(6. 12b)
By the results of Chapter III, Section D, this can be rewritten in
terms of the solution to a linear system of equations.
J I{n det X2(Tf) + I Tr(F(t)]dt
i
Tf
- n et 4(Tf) + Tr(F(t) ldt
Ti
- 1/2 n det X(Tf) - in det (Tf) - 1/2 Tr[F(t)jdt
(6.13)
The last term in Eq. 6.13 is independent of the modulation and may
be ignored. The first two terms are obtained from the solution of
a system of linear differential equations:
160
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d X(t = F(t)Xl(t) + G(t)q(t)GT(t)X2 (t)dt -1 .
df: x2[)- a T 2 -
dt X(t) - s2 (t)C (t)N C(t)X (t) - F (t)X2(t)
d. X3(t) .F(t)x3(t) + jG(t)_Q(t)GT(t~(t)
dt .(t) 2 TS(t)C (4
d_ 14(t 2(t cT t> ct)x'3ct> _ FT-tA¢(t)
'I 
with the boundary conditions
X(Ti> = -
X2(Ti ) I
X3(Ti) 2 = 
4(Ti) - I.
4~~~~4 i~~,=
It is more convenient for our present purposes to use the
nonlinear system of equations in Eqs. 6.11 a and b. Then,
T
J 1 Jf s (t)TrC (-t)C(t)l(t)ldt
J N T i
2 ff s2(t)Tr[C(t)C(t)E.(t) ]dt
N- 00 i
(6.16)
(6. 14a)
(6. 14b)
(6.14c)
(6. 14d)
(6.15a)
(6.15b)
(6.15c)
(6. 15d)
k-
We incorporate our energy constraint
E = s (t) dt
Ti
(6 17)
by introducing a third state variable
a 3() = s2(t) (6.18)
The constraint then becomes a target value (i.e, boundary
condition) for a3(t).
a 3 (Tf) = E (6.19)
C. Application of Pontryagin's Minimum Principle
First, we form the Hamiltonian:
H = J(t) + Tr[Z1(t)Pt) + 2()P(t) + p(t) 3(t
0 s2(t)Tr(CT (tC(t)( t)-2E(t))]
+ Tr[F(t)E (t)PI(t) + (t)F (t)P(t) + G(t)Q(t)G (t)P(t)I
- 2(t)Tr[Et(t)CT(t)C(t)e(tt)Pl(t) 
N 0l-l O
0
rf
Lr
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L63
+ Tr[F(t) 2(t) (t) + T T I T t)(t
- Nf s2(t)Tr[(2(t)CT(t)C(t) £2(t)P(ft) 
+ p3(t)s2(t) (6.20)
where P(t), P2(t), and p3(t) are the Lagrange multiplier (costate)
functions. We now obtain the differential equations .for the costates.
dt L(t) aXl
= [-FT(t) -+ s2(t)C T(t)C(t)l(t) ]Pl(t)N 0
+ P( t)l-F t) +
- s2(t)C(t)C(t)
d aH
P- (t) - ax2dt --2=
= [-F (t) +
s2(t)El(t)CT(t)C(t) 
(6.21)
2
0
T
i
II
S2(t)CT (OC(Oz W P 
- - =2 -2
+- o__)(F (-t) 2
_ L7 ( ) (-O N s (t)!z2 t)C T t)C(t) C
+ N s (t)C (t)C(t) (6. 21
0
dp3
dt - =0 p3(t) = constant p(6.21
Since we have no terminal cost, the boundary conditions
on the costates are:
P (Tf) = (6.22.
P(Tf) = 0 (6.22
Let us define,
b)
c)
a)
b)
a(t) = - Tr[C z:)C(t) (£E (t)-2 2 (t)) 
_ U -
- Tr i (t)CT(t)C(t)Z (t)P2(t) 
- r[L,(t)C~tt)c(t)E(t)PT (t)
-- - - -
+ p3 N0/2, and (6.23)
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T TrF~) T (t8(t) Tr[F(t) (t)P t) *-(t)F (t)p(t)1 -1 LI-1
+ G(t)((t)Gt) T(t)
T T T(t) t)P(T (t)F(t)PT T+ F(t)Z (t P (t) Z (t)F (t)P 2(t)
-2 -2 =2 
Then, I T+ G(t)(t) G (t) 
H - s2(t)a(t) + 8(t)
N0
(6.24)
(6.25)
The necessary condition that the Hamiltonian be minimized as a
function of s2(t) implies,
i. If (t) > 0, s 2 (t) 0
ii.
(6.26a)
If (t) 0, this condition implies nothing
about s(t)
iii. If (t) < 0, s2(t) is unbounded.
(6.26b)
(6.26c)
Since we have an energy constraint on s(t), the third alternative
implies the use of an arbitrarily short pulse of the required energy.
This gives rise to only one non-zero eigenvalue in our observation.
L.
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We have seen that for signal-to-noise ratios greater than about
three, this is not optimum. Hence, we discard the third possibility.
Thus, either s(t) - 0 or 86(t) 0.
The general behavior of the optimum signal is indicated
in Fig. 6.2. Denoting the set of times where the solution switches
from (i) to (ii) or vice-versa by (T, j 1, 2, ... , N we then
conclude from the differential equations and boundary conditions for
fP(t) and P2(t) that
P1(TN) = P2 (TN) = o (6.27)
regardless of whether TN = Tf.
We now shall consider the first-order case in the interest
of algebraic simplicity, and we shall attempt to obtain additional
information about s(t) in the interval TN_1 < t TN. In this interval,
a(t) = 0
P- ;-[- , (t) - z.(t) 
N
- E(t)pl(t) - Z2(t)2 + (6.28)
Thus, all the derivatives of a(t) must also vanish on the interval
TN- < t < TN .-I - -
L
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So t (t)
T T
1 2
T T,,
l! TN Tf
General Behavior of Optimum Signal
TiI 1
- I u '  __ _ ___
l I
. J1 I
N-I3
Figrure 6.2.
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P 
_- .' (t) t()Pl(t) - 2 2(C)Z2(t)P2(t)
(6.29)- Z2(t)p (=t - 22(t)p(t)
Now substitute the differential equations for 1l(t), E 2(t), pl(t)
and p2(t)
· 2Po 2(t)E2(t)]a(t) [- 2t(t)pl(t)][-2kE(t) + 2kP - ( t)
+ [-Po 0 2 2 (t)P2(t)[ -2k 2(t) + kP N--N s(t 2t
-E(t)[(2k + s2(t)E(t) ) pl(t) - S(t)
-9t) [(2k + 1 $
b N0
- (t)[(2k + . s2t)Z2(t))P2)
Making all possible cancellations, we obtain
N
a(t) = -2kr(t) + p3
2Po $
+ -s 2(t)j
0
- kP[Zlt)pOp(t) + 2(t)p(t) 
(6.30)
i
t
(6. 31)
I
i
i
I
I
i
I
I
I
Ii
i
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There fore,
N 
22 P( -P(ts t)t3 + P2(tp (W)]2 P3 [zi A. (t + ~2(t (6.32)
Applying boundary conditions on
pl(TN) and P(TN),
then,
P (TI) P2(TN) 0,
P3 - O.
(6.33)
(6. 34)
This is impossible, since this says that the solution is independent
of the energy constraint. Therefore, there is no optimum waveform
s(t). Since we have found a lower bound on ( I1), we knew there is
a greatest lower bound. Thus, we have demonstrated that this greatest
lower bound can never be achieved. In the next section we shall see
that this result is not of much practical importance for we can find
signals which are capable of performing nearly as well as the bound
of Section A.
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D. _1 Nealy Opti um Signals for 3inary Communication
Having iot succeeded at an analytical solution to the
signal design problem which was ormulated earlier in this chapter,
we now roceed to analyze a set of nearly optimum signals. First,
we indicate the ine of reasoning that led us to consider this
signal set.
In Section A of this chapter, we demonstrated that the
smallest error exponent was obtained when we had N equal eigenvalues,
where N depended on the available average signal-to-noise energy
! ,___ n~.. _
ratio.
In Example C-4 of Chapter V, we saw that for a band-
limited fading spectrum, we could achieve this lower bound by
transmitting a square pulse whose duration T is properly chosen.
Furthermore, we know that samples of a bandlimited random process
taken every 1/(2W)seconds are uncorrelated, where W denotes the
single-sided bandwidth of the process. Therefore, we can take
N = 2WT uncorrelated samples in T seconds. Hence, these N time
samples are a suitable set of coordinates for detecting a bandlimited
spectrum. In practice, of course, we observe N segments of the
random process since our sampling pulses must have finite duration.
Therefore, our observations are only approximately uncorrelated.
The height of these sampling pulses are determined in practice by the
practical consideration of a peak-power constraint, such as at
the transmitter.
The above discussion suggests that for an arbitrary channel
fading process, a good signal to use might be N identical pulses,
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separated sufficiently so that the correlation between the various
segments of the observed process is small, as indicated in Fig. 6.3.
If we do not constrain the duration of the signal, the problem is
trivial, for by taking our samples far enough apart the correlation
between samples can be made arbitrarily small. So, the meaningful
problem is to constrain both the energy and duration of the signal,
then pick the optimum number of pulses. We then have a N-th order
diversity system, where the diversity branches are correlated, and
we want to determine the optimum diversity.
It is straightforward to evaluate the performance of this
set of "near optimum" signals by using the techniques we have
developed. Recall from Example C-4 of Chapter V that for a single-
pole fading spectrum the optimum value of (1/2) was the farthest
from the lower bound of -.1488 Er/NO . Therefore, we treat this
"worst case" spectrum in our example.
it is interesting from a theoretical point of view to
consider the limiting case as the width of the pulses vanishes,
for this will give us a bound on how well we can do with a set of
finite width pulses. We then have a slowlv-fluctuating correlated
diversity problem. We observe N Gaussian random variables, so that
we don't need any of our sophisticated results for random processes.
From Eq. 3.4b we have,
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s(t)
· c---- T/N > T t
(N= 3)
Figure 6.3. A Nearly Optimum Set of Sianals
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I I 2E
- 3- Zn det(I +NN P)
L- n det(I + NN F) (6.35)
where
I~~~~~~~~ 
p =
I1 p p . . .
p 1 p
0p2 p 1
1 _
(6.36)
and
p - kT / N . (6.37)
The evaluation of these determinants is straightforward. We can
either proceed numerically or we can use a difference equation
derived by Kurth [70,71].
In Fig. 6.4, we plot the optimum exponent as a function
of kT, with 2E/N as a parameter. We observe that when kT is
approximately the optimum value for a single square pulse
(see Example C-3), we can obtain an exponent very near the bound of
-.1488 E/N by using N short pulses, as compared with the exponent
-. 12E/N which results from using a single square pulse. Specifically,
we achieved an exponent of -.143 E/N0 which is a degradation of less
than 0.2 db.
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In Fig. 6.5a and b we plot similar curves for finite-
width pulses. For these signals the details of the calculations are
considerably more complex, since we must use the general results for
calculating u(s) for random processes that was developed in Chapter III.
The parameter 6 is the "duty-factor" of the waveform; it is the ratio
of average to peak power. Then for a given 2E/N0, choosing a value
for d corresponds to a particular peak power constraint. We observe
that for 6 .1 (certainly a rather stringent peak power constraint)
we can achieve an exponent of -.140 GI' Furthermore, for 6 = .01,
the results are essentially the same as those for the limiting case
of zero-width pulses.
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VII. TOPICS FOR FURTHER RESEARCH AND SUMMARY
In this chapter we first outline several topics for further
research. Thej represent refinements and logical extensions of our
error approximations and applications to several important physical
problems. We then conclude with a summary of the results contained
in this thesis.
A. Error Analysis
A topic of prime importance which has not been treated to
our satisfaction is the analysis of the accuracy of our probability
of error approximations. In Chapter V, we obtained upper and lower
bounds on our first-order asymptotic approximation for the symmetric
binary, bandpass problem. We would like to b.e able to make further
quantitative statements about the accuracy which results from
retaining, a given number of terms in Eq. 2.26. Preliminary results
indicate errors of less than ten percent when using only the first term
approximations for several examples where the tilted density is far
from being Gaussian. Other examples where probabilities were
computed from the eigenvalues of typical random processes indicate
even smaller errors.
B. More than Two Hypotheses
For the most of this thesis, we have been concerned with
the binary detection roblem. An obvious extension is to the case of
M hypotheses. In addition to allowing us to consider problems with
more than two hypotheses, we also can consider transmitting sequences
of binary digits so that our estimation of the multiplicative channel
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disturbances can exploit the correlation from bit to bit. That is,
if the bit duration is less then the correlation time, we would
like to be able to predict the improvement in performance which results
from exploiting this correlation.
In Chapter IV, we saw that the performance for a particular
class of M-ary problem could be obtained from the binary results of
Chapters II and III. Furthermore, in Chapter VI, we obtained a
set of nearly optimum signals for the binary problem. An interesting
problem will be the evaluation of the performance which can be
obtained by using a similar set of signals in an M-ary system. This
straightforward extension will be included in a forthcoming report 721.
C. Markov (Non-Gaussian) Detection Problems
In all our work up to this point, we relied heavily on the
Gaussian assumption which enabled us to compute the semi-invariant
moment generating function (s) that played a central role in our
error approximations. We also found that our calculations were
particularly straightforward when the random processes of interest
could be modeled via state variables. We, thus, have been treating
a class of finite-dimensional Gaussian, Markov processes.
A more general class of Markov random processes can be
generated by allowing the random processes to be generated by
nnnlinanr (nmnar REna .37a a h Avnm-4er .,avram, gv4wriP ,,
white (not necessarily Gaussian) noise, u(t).
_(t) = f(x(t),t) + G(x(t),t)u(t) (7.1)
y(t) = h(x(t)). (7.2)
1 80
The optimum detector (likelihood function computer) for
this problem has been studied, and bears a striking similarity to
that for the Gaussian problem we have been studying, since it
I consists of an optimum MMSE (nonlinear) estimator and a correlator
(731. The structure and performance of the MMSE estimator has been
studied previously in the context of analog communication 74]. It
may be possible to express (s) in terms of MMSE estimation error
just as in the Gaussian case of Chapter II. This would enable us to
apply the probability approximations to a much wider class of
prob lems.
D. Delay-Spread Targets
We have seen how our error probability approximations
coupled with state-variable models for random processes lead to
straightforward performance evaluation when our signals are
propagated over a channel which is spread in Doppler, but not in
range. The concept of time-frequency duality enables us to treat
a class of delay-spread targets (channels) [75]. For example, the
dual of a channel whose Doppler scattering function is rational
in w2 is a channel whose delay scattering function is a rational
function of t2 . Such problems readily fit into the state-variable
formulation. Moreover, we can approximate a number of delay
scattering finctinns hv this clam nf funtinna- t as the netwnrk
designer is able to approximate a wide class of frequency responses
by rational functions in w2.
VI II I -lb U IIIrII J - CI __- V - ,IIIY _ -_ - -_ 1 - - --- -· --
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E. Doubly-Spread Targets
The next logical extension of our results is to the case
of targets spread in both range and Doppler. This model corresponds
more closely to some physical channels than do our previous models.
Clearly, no lumped state-space model is appropriate in general,
since we are modeling effects which take place in a distributed
system. One model which is widely used is the tapped-delay line
which was discussed briefly in one of the examples in Chapter V.
F. Sub-Optimum Receivers
In Chapters II and III we developed all the results
necessary to analyze a relatively large class of suboptimum receivers.
There are a number of interesting applications of these results.
Some preliminary results along these lines will be presented
elsewhere 67].
G. Bandpass Signals
In many of the examples that we considered, the signals
were narrow-band about some carrier frequency. However, in the
interest of simplicity we restricted ourselves to stationary
processes with symmetric spectra. The techniques of complex state
variables [76] will enable us to consider a much wider class of
problems.
H. Surmnary
This thesis has been concerned with the problem of
evaluating the error probabilities for detecting random signals.
We concentrated on the development and application of an asymptotic
6-
.
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approximation to the error probabilities which combined the technique
of "tilted" probability densities with the Edgeworth expansion. The
unifying thread throughout our discussion of performance was the
semi-invariant moment generating function i(s).
In Chapter I, we gave a brief discussion of the detection
problem. We reviewed the form of the optimum receiver and motivated
the discussion of performance which occupied the remainder
of the thesis.
In Chapter II, we developed several bounds on and
approximations to the error probabilities for a rather general binary
detection problem. (s) played a central role in all our results.
Then results were obtained without making any assumptions on the
conditional statisticsof the received signals.
In Chapter III, we calculated the semi-invariant moment
generating function (s) for the problem of detecting Gaussian signals
in Gaussian noise. For both optimum and suboptimum receivers, we
t~~~~~~~ __ -- - . .......... \ 4_ as A X_ A 1 - - 1 __ "---_ 4- _* A __ I- -A1
expressed Azs) in terms o the reunolm eterminant. e reono-m
determinant can be obtained from the solution to a related minimum
mean square error optimum linear filtering problem. For the
important class of random processes which can be modeled via state
variables, we obtained a straightforward technique for computing (s).
In Chapter IV, we demonstrated how the results of
Chapter III could be used to obtain the exponent-rate curve for
M-ary orthogonal, symmetric communication systems.
In Chapter V, we considered a number of examples illustrating
the application of the techniques we have developed to the calculation
I
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of error probabilities for some simple detection problems. As
an introductory exercise, we applied our error approximations to
the known signal problem. We then considered several slow Rayleigh
fading diversity examples. For these problems, we compared our
results with those obtained by others, and we demonstrated simple
examples where other performance criteria lead to erroneous
results. As an example of the analysis of a suboptimum receiver,
we analyzed a square-law receiver for the random phase channel.
Finally, we considered a number of simple binary and symmetric
binary random process detection problems. We considered a simple
signal optimization problem, we illustrated how our results could
be simplified in the case of long time intervals and rational
spectra, and we showed how our results could be applied to
dispersive channels which can be modeled by means of a tapped delay
line. We showed that our approximations agreed with the output
signal-to-noise ratio criterion for the low energy coherence case.
For the symmetric binary, bandpass problem we obtained upper and
lower bounds on our first-order asymptotic approximation.
In Chapter VI, we considered a simple signal optimization
problem. We chose as our performance criterion (1/2) for purposes
of illustration. After obtaining a lower bound on (1/2), we
applied Pontryagin's minimum principle to obtain a set of necessary
conditions which the optimum signal must satisfy. We then
demonstrated that no signal satisfied these conditions. We then
demonstrated a class of waveforms whose performance closely approached
184
the lower bound.
The present chapter has given a brief discussion of
topics for further research and a summary.
I
I
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APPENDIX A ERROR PROBABILITIES IN TERIS OF TILTED RANDOM VARIABLES
In this Appendix, we derive the expression for the error
probabilities in terms of the semi-invariant moment generating function
(s). Furthermore, we demonstrate some useful properties of this
function. Much of this material has appeared previously [33, 36, 52,
77, 78, 79]. However, the details of the proof are our own.
Throughout this Appendix, we assume r is a N-dimensional
random vector with conditional probability densities
PrIl (R) and PH(R)
on hypotheses H1 and H2 respectively.
The function (s) is defined as the semi-invariant moment
generating function for the log-likelihood ratio conditioned on
hypothesis H. We consider only real values of the argument s.
~P(s) = n MZiH (s)
sL
= n f e P H (L)dL
= n p ... f es k ( R ) rl(R)dR
= n f ... f A (R) pH (R)dR
T186
where
n . . p r H (R) i (R)dRz!2- ._rii-
(i~- R) ]
Z(R) = n A(R) n PrL 1H(R) j
L
(A-1)
(A-2)
We assume that s is restricted to be in the region where the integrals
in (A-1) converge.
We do not need a second function conditioned on hypothesis
H2 because the moment generating functions are simply related.
M H2(s) EeSLIH 2 I
- E[A(R)H 2]
l+s
= .. r, + (R)P-s (R)dR
MH (s+l) (A-3)
We should emphasize that this simple relation is a
consequence of our use of the log of the likelihood ratio for the
test statistic.
I
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Now recall that the semi-invariants yk of a random
variable x are the coefficients in the power series expansion of the
logarithm of the moment generating function,
k k
.n M (s) = Z s S
x k= (A-4)
or
dk
Yk - (Zn Mx(s)) 
ds k s-9
(A-5)
Thus,
dk
k P(s) 
ds Is-O
dk
dk (s)I
ds I s=
- k-th semi-invariant of | H1
- k-th semi-invariant of ZIH2.
For example,
d(o) = E[.H 1]
4(1) E[ZIH2]
(A-6)
(A-7)
(A-8a)
(A-8b)
I
-
iT
i
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i
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I
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1(0) = Var[l2H1] (A-9a)
(A-9b);(1) = Var[ZlH2].
Now we shall define the "tilted" random variable r to have
-the probability d nsity
the probability density
1-sl (R)psr[ (R)
Pr (R) = 1-
s- - .f. p r[( ' )P r H 2(R)dR'
-11 - 2
(A-10)
p 1-rlS (R)P r 2(R)
exp[P(s) I < s < 1.
This is a legitimate probability density since it is non-negative and
integrates to unity.
We can define a second "tilted" random variable by the
transformation
= .(r )
.S - (A-12)
where Z(R) is given by Eq. A-2.
We now compute the semi-invariant moment generating
function for .
s
(A-11)
I
. >
T
i
iI
I
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e s
= n Ee SI
= :n E[At(r )1
-5
= n J ... Pr H
-
1-(+t) (s+t)R)dR )
(.R)P H (R)4R - ~s
(A-13)
Thus,
dk
- P(s) = k-th semi-invariant of z.
ds
u(s) Var[ s I > 0.
Hence, (s) is a convex (upward) function of x.
Furthermore, '(s) = 0 only in the uninteresting case when
2 equals a constant with probability one, so that in all cases of
interest to us 'I(s) > 0.
Then, r(s) is a monotone increasing function of s.
Furthermore,
(0O) = P() = o
Zn M (t)
S
and
(A- 14)
(A-15)
= (ts) - (s).
(A-16)
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so chat (s) < 0 for ) < s < 1. From the definition of the "tilted"
density in Eq. -il, we have
rP
P (R) = e u i P
=-u(s) A
= exp[sk(R) - p(s)
RI ) jS
_ II -
El 
(R) P| H (R)r-
Pr 1H (-) 
- 1
PrlH (R) = Pr (R)exp[(s) - s(R)].
-1i n--S
Similarly,
Pr H,(R)
pL H[) R)
I
j
s-1
Pr j2 (R)rlH 2 -
= exp[(s-l)(R) - (s) Pr2 (R)
PrH (R) = Pr (R)exp[p(s) + (1-s)2(R).
(R)
Thus,
(A- 17)
(A-18)
P (R) = e ( )
r-
(A-20)
TT
I19 1
The aternate expressions for the error robabilities follow
immediately:
Prfc 2H: = J P 1 1 (R)dR
:R:,(R) .--
= f *'' f Pr (R)exp[ (s) - s(R) dR
--
- Pt ,(L)exp~(s) - sL]dL
y s
Prle H 2] = , . .. PrtHp (R)dR
'R: (R) < 
= *f '' ,' Pr (R)exp[p(s) + (1-s)Z(R)]dR
r 
--s
= p, (L)exp[p(s) + (-s)LjdL.
(A-21)
(A-22)
-
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APPENDIX 3 ,(s) FOR OPTIMAL DETECTION OF GAUSSIAN RANDOM VECTORS
In this Appendix, we obtain a simple expression for i(s),
assuming that r R) and p,(_R) are Gaussian probability densities.
Once again, similar calculations have previously appeared (see the
references to Appendix A).
PrH! (R)
PrlH2(R) -
1
/ (2r)N K I '
1
N .K( 2 _2 1
exp[-1/2(R-m 1 ) K (R-m ) ] (
exp[-1/2(R-am2 ) TK2 (R-m )
Substituting into Eq. 2.1 and expanding, we have
5 ~ exp(- l/2[m.
F;
p(s)--n -
&.. exp -/2
(
- T (l3-s)K m + m2 sKi n2
(27r )|K.11S1.js
R [(-s)K s 21R
T -. T -
- R (l-s)K2,m + sK m2
-E-1 -+K2 2 
-r
l
11Ii
II
ii
1i;
Ii
11
ii
(B-1)
(B-2)
I
(B-3)
r 1-8) 
-I M + M T
L 
l -1 -=2 K2 IM2 3 )
27r 
)"..11-S1.2"sI
I
19 3
We know there exists an orthogonal matrix (i.e.,
T = _ ) such that
T (-s)K - + sK = i (B-4)
where
A =
A1 )
XN0
is a diagonal matrix whose entries are the eigenvalues of
-1 -
(1-s)K 1+ sK 1
-1 -2
R = _q .$ '
Now let,
(B-5)
and
(1-s)Kl1 m + sK2 m2 = Q A
Then, the integral in Eq. B-3 becomes
= ... exp-1/2[X A X - T A]lIItIdX
= ... exp-1/2[XT A X - 2AT XdX
(B-6)
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since
A X - X A
and
Qii = +1
N
I = , ... exp(-1/2 A (X.x'-2a.x )]dxdx . dxN
i=l
N I
= T j exp[-1/2(X x-9 a.x i) )dx..
Now e can in the exponent an
Now we can complete the. square in the exponent and
integrate
I = exp /2(AT A A)
= exp(l/2 AT A A)
I
i=1 I
N
2)2
.L
N
- -- 1 fxp 1/2[ ( 1-s) ml+s 2I i 2]T
| (l-s)K1 + K 2
T
I
T19 5
-1 -13- - -1 m i 
((i-s)K1 +sK 1 l-s)K *sK m >II - 2 2
L -+ s K T - - 1 -( -s1K -i-s2 - 2 l-sK +SK 2
( 1-s )K nm+sK9ima j
(s) F--, I
2
- smp(1-s)Kl m! + S2 -2 sK
- 1/2 niK 1si|<K (i-s)KL + sKK1i -I J-2 - 1 -2 (B-8)
Each of these terms may be simplified somewhat. Expanding the first
term we have
T, -1 -1 -1-1 - -1.!
n {(1l-s)Kl [(1-s)K sK 2 (l-s)K - (1-s)'1K
+ ~T -1 - 1~ 1-s)K -1
m 1 3 +sK 2 - -2+ IsK s(1-s) (1-s)K1m3
T -1 -1-1 --+ 2, _(l s)K,'+sK, K m2 sK 2 -12 _
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i- 1-6 S - -im
- ms ( -s s Ml 
? " -T K-1 K2 -1
where we have made use of the identities
-1 -- -1+ _  
and
-I -1 -1 -I
2 (l-s)K + 2s -
- 1 2
(B-9)
IT
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1 nr 7 KX KJKI 1 s 1
-i El'-; l .7X;. -)
.El K:| (1S-s)KuL + s K, l!- K § ¢
.~~~~ -2 ! t2 
- ~ in|2-1
l (1-s)K,+sKI j
= n I-Kl + - nl2 - ni (-s)K + sK 7 ~~2 ~ -1 2-- , (B-10)
Hence,
) = ZnK + , 1 nnib (l-s)K2 +sK
-1i I 2i 2 -11
s2 (1-s) )K + sK I-] [ m - (] B-11)
A side result of our calculations is the observation that pr (R)
is a Gaussian probability density with covariance matrix
[(1-s)K 1 + sK12 1
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APPENDIX C u(s) FOR OPTI'iAL DETECTION OF AUSSIAN RANDOM PROCESSES
in this Appendix, we calculate ;'(s) for the case in which
the received signals are sample functions from random processes,
rather than random vectors. Thus, we are now considering an infinite
number of dimensions.
We shall make use of the results of the previous appendices
as follows. We choose a suitable set of observables. Two useful sets
are the coefficients in a Karhunen-Loeve expansion and the values of
time samples taken arbitrarily close together. We first consider only
a finite number of the observables, then apply the results of the
previous appendix. Then we let the number of observables become
arb i trarily large.
First, we consider the first three terms in Eq. B-11. They
all are of the form
.nj I + 
0
where i is a N x N covariance matrix.
Now suppose that the N components of s are obtained by
taking uniformly spaced time samples from the (Gaussian) random
process (t) over the interval [TTf ]. Call the sampling points
tl, t2 , .. , tN, where
t. t + i t (C-1)
Tf - T.
At (C-2)
N
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Then,
K (ti, t1 )
K ( t2, t 1 )S o; '
Ks (t, t)S ?
K (t t)s' 2' '
We define
AN(X) = det[I + At K,]N - A)
Expanding this determinant
nA(X) = 1+ t K..Ii=1
+1 At 2
2.!
N
ij=l
1 At N
N t`)
K. I
13
... K1N
·ii
(c-5)
(c-3)
s tN )
(C-4)
K. 
Kji
11
1
®-, 
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where we have written
A
K i K (ti t. for brevity.
Now letting N + , each term of this series has a limit.
(Recall how we define integrals in terms of Riemiann sums.) Therefore,
at least formally,
D(X) lim AN(X)
T
1
= 1 + - f K (t,t)dt
T
iS
T K(tltl) K(tl't,)|
1ff - - - dtl dt2
2: X T. 
I Ks(t ,t) (t
s t 2,t2)
~ 
Tf
131 fff3 x~r
Ti
Ks(tl tl) ' Ks(tl,t2 ) K (tl t3 )
! I
K(t 2 t 2) Ks(t 2,t 3)
_ _ _ _ _ , ._ _ _ _ _ I- - - - - -
I* K (t 3 3)
II
(C-6)+. .
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This is ne definition of the Fredholm determinant.
We now cite two theorems from Fredholm integral equation
theory which enable us to express D(A) in terms of the eigenvalues
of s (t,:) [801.
Theorem 
The series D(X) is an absolutely and permanently converging
1
power series in -
Remark
Therefore, Eq. C-6 is not just a purely formal result.
Theorem 2
If X = X is a root of D(-) = 0 of order m, then the
homogeneous integral equation
Tf
;A (t) = K (t,T) (T)dT (C-7)
T.
has m linearly independent solutions in terms of which every other
solution is expressible linearly and homogenously.
Remark
The roots of D( ) and the eigenvalues of the homogeneous
integral equation are in one-one correspondence. Therefore,
D( ) 1 + )D.() (C-8)
i=1
r202
where the Xi are counted according to their multiplicity. Therefore,
m 
lim XnII+ T-AtAtKI = 2 nt - X,)
At ) 0
T
. N
= f:s (tIt: 2y) dr
=NT
'1
(C-9)
Now consider the last term in (s)
+[_2_l)K2+1]- Kl [m2-ml ]
N- -1
= [ 2(m] [-K C (s ) + I.1 m2-m1
-comp _ (C-10)
where
K (s) (l-s)K + sK
COMP -2 1
denotes the covariance of the composite random vector.
Now supposing that the observables have been chosen
as the Karhunen-Loeve components of the corresponding random process
Kcomp(t,T:s) (1-s)Ks2(t,) + SKsl(t,T)comp ~~2 5 (C-12)
we have
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[m-m i [ (l-s)K2 + sK11 [2-1]
N (mi2 il) (C-13)
= z . (c-13)
i=1 0
i+
Now
N (m r 2
i 2il)N + X i-l i 
Tf Tf
= f £ [m 2 (t)-mlt)]Q comp(t,T:s) [m 2 (t)-m(T) dt dr (C-14)
T. T.
1
This last term is familiar [42] as the performance index d2 (s)
comp
for detecting the known signals ml(t) and m 2(t) in colored Gaussian
noise with covariance
K (t,T:s) 2 6(t-T) + Komp (t,T:S) (C-15)
Thus, we have
Tf N
s 2 2
|' LO Ti fS l~ ti: 1
Tf N
-2 f si (tit: 2-)dt.2 NOTt 2
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T
2 f N
2-;- r N cm(tIt: 2 ,s)dt
2 N co mp
1
s(l-s) 2 (C-16)
d (s) (C-16)
2 comp
where
N N N10 tl0 0
, t5t: ) s (tt: 2 ) , and comp(tt: s)
are the minimum meamn-square point estimation errors for estimating
sl(t), s2(t) and the composite random process somp(t) 
/ 1-s s 2(t) + /7 sl(t), respectively, in additive white noise of
spectral density N /2; and where d2 (s) is the performance index
0 comp
(output signal-to-noise ratio) for deciding which of the known signals
m l(t) or m2 (t) was sent when observed in colored Gaussian noise
with covariance
N0
K (t,T:s) (t- + K (t,:).n 2 comp
I
2 5
APPENDIX D REALIZABLE WHITENING FILTERS
A convenient conceptual and practical aid in solving
a number of problems in detection theory is the whitening filter
[81, 821. Upon passing a sample function from a random process r(t)
through the whitening filter, the output w(t) is a sample function
from a white random process. For both mathematical and physical
reasons, we require that the input contain a white component w(t).
We shall demonstrate that
hw(t,u) = 6(t-u) - h (t,u)
w ~~~O (D-l)
is a realizable whitening filter, where h (t,u) denotes the optimum
realizable time-varying linear filter for estimating s(t) over
the observation interval T < t < T assuming we observe r(t)
s(t) + w(t). In the case of stationary processes with rational
spectra where the observation interval is infinite, this is readily
verified by taking Fourier transforms and substituting the expression
for Ho(w). We now present the proof for non-stationary processes
and finite time intervals.
The optimum linear filter satisfies the Wiener-Hopf
equation
N t
K (t,u) =.- ho(t,u)+ f h (t,C)Ks(a,u)da
Ti
Ti < u < t < Tf
We denote the output of the optimum linear filter by
(D-2)
.T
Ii1
II
i
I
I
i206
4o
-
+ 
_ 
_
p
1)
4-
r-
.-HUllr.
.1-
r.l
(V
-I~
r--q
ro
<
I
I
I
e
S() 5 h (t,u) [s(u) +w(u) du.
We also define
e(t s(t - (t)
and
w,(t) = e(t) + w(t)
We now compute
K (t,u) = K (t,u) + K (t,u)
W, w we
+ K (t,u) + K (t,u)
We consider each term separately.
No
K (t,u) = S(t-u)
w 2
K (t,u) = -K (t,u)
we
u
K (t,u) - -E{w(t) f h (u,a) [s(a) + w(a)]do}
we o
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(D- 3)
(D-4)
(D-5)
(D-6)
(D- 7)
(D-8)
(D-9)
T208
0
i N
- o
N h 
- h (ut)0,*' 
for t > u
for t = 1
for T. < t u
1
Similarly,
0
K (t,u) =
ew
1 (t
22 o
NO
- T h(tu)
K (t,u) = K (t,u) - K (t,u)
e es es
First, we compute K (t,u) for t > u.
es
K ^(t,u) = K A(t,u) - K(t,u)
es ss S
for T i < u < t
u
= Es(t) r h(u,a)[s(a) + w(a)]da}
Ti
t U
- E{ h (t,)[s(a) + w(a)]do f h (u,y)[s(y) + w(y)]dy
T. T.
= (D-i0)
for u > t
for u = t (D- 11)
for T. I
(D-12)
i1
T209
u
- f h ( u o ) Ks , ) d
T 4 K S
Ui
u t
I
- u, ) + U (a-) Jdc dy( ,){ IT h (t,)[s(,  ( 2
T. .I
But the term in braces is just K (t,y ) from Eq. D-2. Therefore,S
K (t,u) =es 0
Then for t > u
K (t,u) = K (t,u)e es
= K (u,t) - K (u,t)
S SS
= Ks (u,t)
t
- Es(u) J h (t,a) [s(a) + w( )do}
T.i
t
= K (t,u) - f h (t,J)Ks (o u)d
T.
i
N0
=- h (t,u)2 o
(D- 13)
(D-14)
-·,
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Similarly, for t < u
NoK (t,u) = ho(u,t)e 2 - (D-15)
and for t = u
N0K (tt) ,p(t) ho(t,t)e (D-16)
Therefore,
K (t, = 2 (
K (t,u) = 6-(t-u) (D-17)
When we assume that s(t) may be obtained as the output of
a linear (possibly time varying) dynamic system which is driven with
white noise and which has a state variable representation,
_(t) = F(t)x(t) + C(t)u(t)
s(t) = C(t)x(t)
(D-18)
(D-19)
we can explicitly specify the system with impulse response h (t,r)
in terms of the Kalman-Bucy filter [151.
x(t) = [F(t) - ()C (t C(t)lx(t)
.- (tC N0 
(D-20)+ (t)C(t)2 r(t)
-29 - N0
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xrT) = J 0 (D-2 1)
s(t) = C(t) (t) (D-22)
- (-t= Ft) (~) e F (t)F (t)- (cicr(a) TcC (t) 3
-I- -p -N
+ G(t)Q(t)G(t) (D-23)
(Ti) = K (TilT.) fD-24)
The state-variable realizable whitening filter is shown
in Fig. -2. This result has also been obtained recently by several
others, although to the best of our knowledge, we were the first to
observe that the input to the loop filter in the Kalman-Bucy filter is
white noise [33,41]. We also derived Eq. D-1 at about the same time
using a different approach 84,4 2]. Other more recent references to this
result are [85,86].
rz4a,
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